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FOREWORD 
This  report  fulfi l ls  the  final  reporting  requirements  for  "Development of 
Control  Systems  for  Space  Shuttle  Vehicles"  performed  under  National  Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration Contract NASB-25181. The  program was  
conducted  under  the  direction of John M. Livingston of the  Aero-Astro 
Dynamics Laboratory, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. The 
Honeywell  Systems  and  Research  Center  work was  managed  by Dr .  Grant 
B. Skelton with C. R.  Stone as principal investigator. T. W. Chase w a s  
co-investigator. 
The  report is presented in  two volumes. Volume I contains the ten sections 
for the main body of the report. Detailed derivations and data  are  presented 
in  eight  appendixes of Volume 11. 
Section I w a s  developed by Drs .  G. B. Skelton and E. E. Yore and Messrs .  
J .G.  Rupert, T. W. Chase, R.K.  Phelps, A. J. Pe jsa  and C. R. Stone. 
Sectiotx I1 and I11 were  prepared by C. R. Stone  (covariance  analyses) and 
T. W. Chase  (conventional  analyses). 
M.D. W a r d  generated  the  covariance  data and performed  quadratic  syntheses 
i n  these sections. T. W. Chase prepared Sections IV, V, and VI and Appendixes 
B, G ,  and H. Section VI w a s  adapted from work performed by M. W. Reed. 
Dr .  G. Stein prepared Section VII, C. R. Stone prepared Sections VIII, M, 
and X, and Appendixes A, C, D, E, and F. E. D. Skelley synthesized the 
quadratic  controllers and obtained  the  covariance  results of Section XIII. 
MSFC provided the trajectory, aerodynamic, and mass  properties  data  for 
Vehicle B. Data  for  the  North  American  orbiters 130G and 134C were used 
without restriction by permission of M r .  A.  B. Kehlet of the  North  American- 
Rockwell Corporation. Messrs. Stone and Chase and M r s .  B. M. Kizilos 
estimated  missing  data  by  use of the DATCOM Handbook, slender body 
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LAUNCH PHASE RANDOM NORMAL WIND MODEL 
The  random wind model used in Sections 11 and 111 is discussed.  This wind 
model is used a s  the  "normal"  wind for pitch  plane  studies  and as  the  side 
wind for   the lateral investigations. 
The  random wind model is the Skelton differential f i t  (ref. 6 ) of Vaughan 
wind data (ref. 5 1. This  wind model will  be referred to as  the Vaughan- 
Skelton  model. 
The Vaughan-Skelton model is used  in two different  ways  in  this  report. First, 
the  differential'  equation  model is used  directly  in  covariance  analyses  in  Sec- 
tions I1 and 111 and for ,tee quadratic  control  synthesis  in  Section 11, . S.econd,- 
an  analog  simulation of the  differential  equation  was  performed  to  generate 
typical samples. One of these  (F igure  7)  was stored on magnetic tape and 
used  in tke manner of a "synthetic  wind" for the  analog  simulation  studies of 
Sections I,~:'s;n,d ID;,- . . 
The wind vw is taken a s  made  up of a mean vw and a random  component 




vw + Yw 
- 
- 
= v + u w  w 
a = standard deviation of the random component 
h = altitude 
q = unity white noise 
a l  = 0.95 . 1 0 - ~ / ~  
1 
a3 = -0.91 . 
= +l. 3.78 x 10-2/rn1'2 
1 /  2 
[2(0.95 x loe4)  (1.442 x - 2(0. 95 loe4 )  (1. 378 . 10 '~ )  
= -0. 9.65 x 10-6/m 31 2 
c3 
c4 = 2 a l  = 1.9 - 10 / m  
= +1 
-4 
2 2 c = a l  + a2 5 
= (0. 952 + 0. 7352) 
For altitudes  up  to. 32  km,  the  mean wind is taken as the E-W component at 
Cape  Canaveral  during  March  (page  13 of ref. 5. It is plotted in Figure A l .  
For altitudes greater than 37 km, vw is taken as 20 m/sec. 
Similarly, for altitudes  up to 30  km,  the  standard  deviation ais taken as  the  
E-W component at Cape Canaveral during March (page 13 of ref. 5). These 
data were smoothed as  is shown on Figure A2.  For altitudes greater than 
30 km, it is assumed u= 5.7 -(1/6000)'  (h - 30, 000) for h > 30, O O O m  where 
a is in m/sec. 
The a 's  are taken  from  page  23 of ref.  6, and  the  formulae  for   the c's f r o m  
pages B-6 and B-7 of ref.  Al. 
2 
Figure  A l .  Mean  Value of E-W March  Wind 
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Figure A2. Standard  Deviation of E-W March Wind 
Equations (A3) and (A41 which  follow are an  alternative  (which  was  used  in 
th i s   repor t )  to Equations ( A l )  and (A2).  Equations (A31 and (A41 were  der ived 
under  the  false  premise  that  Gw would  be  required at some place  in  the  study. 
Equations ( A l )  and (A2) are the  preferred form because less work is required 
to obtain  them. 
Differentiation of Equation ( A l )  and  use  of  Equation (A2) yields 
- 
v = v w +  vw 
N 
W 
H . .  vw = u w  + 00 
k = -c5hw - c4 ilx + c2 fi q 
Hence, 
For simulation  purposes GW [Equation (A3)] and  the  coefficients of Equa- 
tion (A4) are  needed a s  functions of time. Most of these are calculated in 
Table A 1. 
Columns 1, 2, and 3 are  taken  f rom Table 1 (3. Og limit trajectory)  of ref. 18. 
Column 6 is taken from Table 3 of ref. 18. 
ti = V cos YR is presented in column 4 (VR = relative velocity; R 
yR = flight path angle) 
u (column 7 )  is r ead   f rom  F igu re  A2, corresponding to the 
altitude  in  column 6. 
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Figure A 3 .  Devia t ion  Ra te  of E - W  M a r c h  W i n d  
do/dh  (column 8) is r ead   f rom  F igu re  A3, corresponding to the  altitude in 
column 6: 
a =  h -  dh is tabulated  incolumn 9. 
and dcr/dh are from columns 4 and 8 .  
b /  a in  column 10 is the  quotient of tr and u from columns 9 and 7. b / cr is 
required  in  Equation (A4). 
The  remainder  of  the  coefficients  in  Equation (A4) are tabulated  in  columns 
11 through 15. Conversion from m to  f t  is made  during  these  calculations.  
The  coefficients of Equation (A4) are  presented  in  Figures A 7 through A 1 2 .  
Finally, ? is required. ? as  a function of time (column 16) is obtained from 
Figure A 1 and h (column 6 ) .  ?(t)  is pl . t ted in  Figure A5. T is obtained by 
differentiating the data of Figure A5. v is plotted in Figure A4. 
All  of the  data  required are contained  in  Figures A 4  through A 1 2 .  
For the  covariance  analyses  Figures A 5  through A 12 (for  the  mean  wind  and 
for  the  coefficients of Equation (A4) were  tabulated at 5-second  intervals 
(Table A2). 
The  analog  simulation is presented as F igure  A 13 .  vs at   the  top  left  is the 
synthetic wind rate; its simulation was provided for but not used. Function 
switches 20 and 2 1  provide for selecting  combinations of the  synthetic, 
Vaughan-mean, and Vaughan-random winds. 
Amplifier 10 (on the left near  the  bottom)  generates time. It dr ives   the 
servos (SM2, 3, 4). 
Pot SM4A generates the mean wind rate. Pot SM4B generates  ('01 cr$, etc. 
Figures  A5  through A12 contain  the  values for the  analog  simulation. 
Figure A 1 4  presents  a typical  recording.  The  top trace is the  output of 
amplifier 80 (lower  r ight  corner of F igure  A 12). The  amplitude of the  analog 
room white noise generator changes over a period of weeks. Pot 4 was  
adjusted to 0. 311 to yield  peak ( 3  c$ values of 7. 5 volts f rom  ampl i f ie r  80. 
The   remainder  ot the traces of Figure A 14  are self explanatory. For the 
single  sample  analyses of Sections 11 and 111, the  analog  simulation  was  used 
to generate the sample presented as Figure 1 : it is also stored on magnetic 
tape  in  the  Honeywell  analog room. 
8 
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Figure A5. Mean  Value of E-W March Wind 
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Figure A13. Analog Diagram for Vaughn-Skelton Wind 
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F i g u r e  A 1 4 .  S i m u l a t e d  W i n d  
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EQUATIONS, DATA, AND SIMULATIONS FOR 
CONVENTIONAL  LAUNCH STUDY 
This appendix presents the equations, data, and simulations used in Sections 
I1 apd 111. Figure B1  gives the reference  trajectory  used  in  these  studies,  
supplied  by  MSFC. 
EQUATIONS 
References 19. and 20 provide the basic equations. Appendix H gives nomen- 
clature  for this appendix. The 6-degree-ofLfreedom rigid body equations 
were decoupled into: 
0 Longitudinal  trim  equations 
0 Longitudinal  perturbations 
0 Lateral   per turbat ions 
The  longitudinal  trim  equations were used  to  estimate  the  required  angle of 
attack and  composite  pitch  gimbal  deflection  needed  to fly the  reference 
t ra jectory.  The force normal  to the trajectory is:  
The  moment  equation  is: 
0 = 13FE [(x - x )  6 + z 
CG 6 Yo 
Cm + Cm  CY^) (B2) 
0 CY 
Table B1 includes the data needed to compute these trim requirements. 
cyo and 6, versus   t ime are plotted in Figure B2. The actual 6 ,  i s  shown by 
the dashed line. The 6, shown by the solid line would occur in vacuum; the 
deflection  needed  to  track  the cg. 
The  perturbation  longitudinal  equations were in  body  axes,  although  often 
described as stabil i ty  axes  because the  unperturbed x axis  w a s  chosen  to 
lie on the reference trajectory,  rather than the body x axis.  Figure B3 
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Figure  B1. Launch Trajectories,  3 and 4 g's 
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pertyrbation geometry. The simulations ignored the longitudinal perturba- 
tion u. The resulting 2-degree-of-freedom perturbation equations used were: 
Pitch  acceleration .. 
8 = q = M q + M w W A + M 6 6  + M i 6  
9 
Iner t ia l  z axis acceleration 
w = q uo - g s in  yR 8 + aCG 
Where  the  acceleration  due to normal  forces  was: .. 
aCG = Z  w + z 6 +Z;6 w A  6 
The  acceleration  normal to the  trajectory 
VN = a CG - ~ ~ e  
Accelerometer  at  station 0 
a Z = aCG + q(xA-XCG) 
Normal  component of velocity  with  respect  to  the  air  mass 
wA = w + s in  y R ww 
Gimbal  acceleration 
.. .. 
(B3) 
Bending momqnt data supplied by MSFC a r e  shown in Table B2. The  pitch 
bending moment offsets were not considered, consequently, the equations used 
w e r e  of the  form: 
The  bending  moments  were  computed  at  three  distances  from  the  nose: 660 
inches, 1 , 300  inches , and 1,880 inches. 






9 8 n 
I I 
M '  = MfGcr + M f f i 6  
M '6. 
in.  lbs/deg for 
- 
M Icy, in.  Ib/deg lom6 M ' 
.. 
in. Zbs for -CY 
offset, 
~ ~___ - 
660 7. 98 - 6.72 -5.72 - 1.62 
~ _ _ "  ." ~~~ ~ - ~ 
1300 
182. 1 -10. 1 +5.  84  -22. 8  1880 
104.2 -11.2 -3. 17 - 15.05 
~ ~" - -. . . - - ~~~~ ~ - ~- 
- - - 
Yaw: 
N' = N'@ + Nf6.AZ 
10-6xN ' p  
in.  Ib/deg  in.  lb/deg 
10-6xN '6. 
~~~ ~~ - 
660 - 1.62 - 8.96 
__ 
1800 -22.  8 -19.5 
24 
The  angle-of-attack  bending  data  supplied by  MSFC  (Table B2) were  for  the 
max q condition. The derivative M', was therefore assumed proportional 
to  the  normal  acceleration  derivative z , for  which  aero da ta  were available 
along  the  trajectory.  The  following  subxtitution  was  then  made  in  the  bending 
moment  equation: 
The lateral perturbation equations had three degrees  of freedom. These 
equations have no apparent product of inertia effects. This is done by modify- 
ing the stability derivatives as explained in Table B3. The product-of- 
inertia  effect  is included  in  the  primed  derivatives of Table B4: 
Roll acceleration .. 
p = L 'v   +L 'p+L: r+L '  6 + L '  6 +L.! sx+L.! 6,+L'  6 +L.! 6 z  
.. .. 
v A  P 6a  a 6x x 
6X 6a  6z 6z 
E = N'v  +N'p+N;r+N'  6 + N '  6 +N.! 6x 
.. 
v A  P 6a a 6, x 
6 X  
Lateral   accelerat ion 
v = - uor + ACG + g sin yR@ + g cos yR@ 
Acceleration  due  to  lateral  forces .. 
*CG v A  = Y v + Y  6 + Y "  6 6 z  6z 
Acceleration  normal  to  the  trajectory 
vpJ = ACG + qAx + g 'Os yR8 
Acceleration  at   station 0 
Ay - A C G +  ; ( x  
cGO 
- x. + &t) 
25 
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Q SUB C 
P S U B S  
L '  SUB B 
L'  B DOT 
L' SUB P 
L '  SUB R 
L '  DEL AI 
L' DEL AG 
L' DEL RC 
IY 
I X X  
I zz 
I X  





Vehicle  weight 
Distance  from  aerodynamic 
r.eference  to  center of gravity 
along  the X body axis 
Total  angle of attack 
Total  elevon  deflection 
Equivalent  airspeed 
Venicle velocity 
Dynamic  pressure 
Pitot  differentia1  pressure 
Static pressure 
P r ime  
Derivatives 
Aileron 
' Primed gimbal 
Derivatives 
Moment of inertia  about Y axis  
axis  system  (i .   e.  , principal. 
Moment of inertia  about  any 
stability. body, etc. ) 
axis  system rotated in the  XZ- 
Moments of inertia  about a new 
plane by an angle rl. 
- -~  . ." = .  
Computation 




Table B3. (Continued) 
THRUST T 
OMEGA SQ 
2 ZET OM 
T SUE A 
OMEGA A 
ZETA A 
Y SUB B 
Y BDOT 
Y SUE P 
Y SUB R 
Y DEL AI 
Y D E L A O  
Y DEL R 
X S U B M  
X S U B A  
X A W T  
X S U B Q  
X DEL E1 
X DEL EO 
Y SUB V 
Description 
Normal  component of t r im  thrusi 
Total  .thruet  along the X  axis 
2 c w  
Dimenslonal  derivatives 
Dimensional  derivative8 
Computation 
-Mu + Zw 'I Mq 
- M .  - M  -Zw 
u 9  
2 7  
Table B3. (Continued) 
Mnemonic 
Y V W T  
N '  SUB V 




L SUB B 
L B D O T  
L S U B P  
L SUB R 
L DEL AI 
L DEL AG 
L DEL RG 
N SUB B 
N B W T  
N SUB P 
N SUB R 
. N DEL AI 
N DEL AC 
N DEL RG 
N '  SUB B 
N '  B DOT 





I x z  as input 
Primed  derivatives 
i i  
Primed  derivati ica 
Computation 
C 6 Sb/2mUl2 ys 
N ' s l U  
L ' p  
c Ci SlmU1 
'6r 
C 4 S b l k  
CLa 4 Sb2/2IXCl 
C 4 Sb2/21,Ul 




C 4 SblIZ 
C i Sb2/21,u1 
C i Sb2 /21zu1 





(Na + K 1  Lp) I K2* 
( N a  + K 1  L,j) I K 2  
fNp + K  L / K2 
1 P  
''. K1 = Ixz/Iz;  K2 = 1 . O  - tZ 1 IxIz 
2 8  
Table B3. (Concluded) 
Mnemonic 
N' SUB R 
N' DEL A I  
N' DEL AG 
N' DEL RC 
X M l U l  
x S U B  W 
X W DOT 





Z W D O T  
Z Q l U l  
2 DEllUl  
z DEOJUI 
M SUB M 
M SUB AL 
M AL DOT 
M SUBQ 
M DEL El 
M DEL  EO 
- _ _ _ " . ~  






Dimensional  derivatives 
29 
I 
Table B4. Numerical Values for the Dimensional 
Stability  Derivatives 
-e00642233  
-,fidoij2997 
m ~ O 0 0 2 3 ~ 0 3  
,ooooonoo 
* 0 0 0 0 O l i ~ 0  
q o o o o o 4 n 0  
-e01140512  
O d O O O d O O  
,00d00000 
r o b o o o b o ~  
- ,n2496764 
, 0 0 0 d 0 b ~ O  
; oboooqn'o 
4 7 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 6 0 d 0 0  
-2m20386R76 
- e 0 1 2 2 2 3 0 1  
,QOOOOOOO 
- rO2691910  
rOOOdIR39 
e01861453  




- r ! 3 3 7 0 1 7 3  
- r n o 4 0 5 6 ~ l  
= , 3 3 6 1 6 1 n l  
- 1 . 8 1 ~ 1 0 6 3 0  
0. q0369808 
-rnOO20244 





- e 0 2 5 2 4 4 3 0  
, h 6 0 6 0 6 0 0  
~OdOQ0660 




r O  o ~ o q o o ~  
, eOdOb0600 
r 0 b e o o b o 0  
-eo0152942  
-;920OOOE 3 0  
.000000E-83 
.iioOoOOE-8o 
. o o O O O O E - ~ O  
;000000E-80 
.O00000E-80 





- . I O O O O O E  0 9  
; o o O o O O E - 8 0  
. 0 0 0 0 0 0 E - 8 0  
.000000E-80 
; n a o a o o € - 8 a  
;OOOOOOE-8J 





Table B4. (Continued) 





. t i 2 3 0  
a06622 




oool jo  
w 0 0 0 ~ 0  
. O O O ~ O  
O O O O O  
; o o o b o  
ooodo 
. 0 0 0 ~ 0  
eoooqo 
,000qo 
r . 9 1 4 4 7  













- r 2 5 0 7 4 0 1 3  
- 2 r 2 2 5 8 2 0 7 9  
- 0 0 1 3 6 1 1 9 3  
-a60311476  
~ 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0  










r .33488774  
- l a 8 5 3 1 0 9 4 7  
-e00228361  
- r000662_25 
, O Q O Q O n o O  
a o ~ o o o b o o  
e06060600 
.ObOO0600 
. o o n o o 6 0 0  
r Q 0 0 0 0 6 0 0  
,00000600 
~ 0 6 0 6 0 d O O  




, ~ o o o o d o o  
*0'6000riOO 
~ O O O b 0 0 ' D O  
.obaboboo 
m.920000E UC 




; O O O O O O E - 8 0  
. O O O O O O E - 8 0  
- )460000E-01  
a000000L-8O 
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 E - 8 0  
a000000E-8O 
-.100000E  00 




- . l O O O O O E  0 1  
0 7 4 0 0 0 0 E ~ O 3  
a000000E-80 
-~170000E-01 
~ O O O O O O E - 8 0  
~ . 5 0 0 0 0 0 E ~ 0 1  
- a 2 9 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  
.000000E-80 
, 000000E-80  
.000000E-8O 
~ D b O O O O E - ~ O  
-.230000E 0 1  
* O O O O O O E - 8 9  
.000000E-80 
;000000f-80 
. O O O O O O E - 8 0  
- . 2 a o o o o ~ - O 1  
- .960000E 0 0  
. O O O O O O E - ~ O  
~ a 0 0 0 0 0 E - ~ O  
; O O O O O O E - 8 0  
;000000E-80 
~ o o o o o Q E - 8 u  
SO. -.DO1620 
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Table B4. (Continued) 
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-20  21 1 1 8 2 5 3  


















~ o d ~ o o n o o  




r O O @ O O i 0 0  
mO0000~00  
~ 0 0 0 0 0 6 ~ 0  
*06000d00 







r O U U O O O E - 8 C  












- 0  I O O O O O E  0 0  
.000000E-80 
0000000E-80 
- 0  100000E 01 
r630000E-03 
* 0 0 0 0 0 0 E - 8 0  
















; o o o o o o E - 8 o  
O O O O O O O E - ~ O  
.000000E-80 
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Table B4. (Continued) 
4 4  
17E00.000OO 
0 8 7 0 0 0  
2912999 .99997  . 00on:o -. 974113 
t o 2 5 0 3 5  
689 .51638  
910 .30534  
719 .02222  
5b9.028!5 
6 8 0 0   1 8 9 0 8  
1065.56217 
076999  
~ O O O l j O  
oooOnO - 4 3 7 5 0  
;3.63591 
- 2 r 6 2 7 5 9  
-20840$3  
3 0 Y 2 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 0  
~ 0 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 0  
3 0 0 6 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 6 0 9  
2 9 2 0 0 d 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 6 0  
29199999 .99976  
38999999 .99976  
I 1 2 9 7 0  
1 33562 
2 2 0 2 7 2 r 2 2 4 4 3  
Y61oOOOw~QoOO 
3mOO298 . 16285 
5 046896 
1 .73291  
0 0 5 2 7 6  
-91 .21525  . 0 0 0 ~ 0  . 0 0 0 ~ 0  
.oooqo . o o o ? o  
O O O ? O  
.000n0 
-23 .04686  
- T i 2 3 4 1 5  
.oooo"o 
m ooon"0 . 0 0 0 ~ 0  . OoOno 
- r h 5 6 2 6 1 6 2  
-?&065673 '5  
r00664Y86  
0 06000b00  
~ o o o o o l i o o  
Ar45978qn6 
,00000600 
; o o o o o ~ o o  
;ooooonoO 
-3 .1734457n 
3 9 0 0 0 t i 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 d ~ 0  
. O O f i O O 6 h O  
-2 .29275116  
-906712096  
- r616326( i2  
rO0000QOI) 
~ 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0  
- 0 2 7 9 9 2 1 6 6  
0 0 0 1 7 5 6 5 3  
0 0 9 0 0 9 2 5 4  
-1m70813097 
- r 5 1 6 4 6 $ 0 0  
r 0 0 3 0 C n ~ O  
r O O O O U O O O  
r r 3 2 7 Y b 4 3 0  
- r 4 9 5 6 9 8 9 7  
- r 2 5 O b 9 @ 8 0  
- 2 0 0 1 6 5 7 2 6 3  
- .01265RP6 
-e00794695  
r o o o o o n o o  
r00000tiOO 
. O O O O O d O O  
. O d 0 0 0 i 0 0  
0 0 0 7 4 5 4 6 6  
- r 1 8 2 8 5 6 2 7  
,0000000u  
;odooor ioo  
9 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0  
.0.0000060 
- .n5605772 
-3 ,002984e5  
~ 0 0 0 0 0 i C O  . o o o o o f i o o  
* 00000000  
.00000fi00 
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a O O O O O O L - 8 O  
~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 E - a 0  
~m100000E 0 3  
m000000E~8O 




-i l O O O O O E  01 
;300000E-03 
* 0 0 0 0 0 0 E = ~ O  
;OO#OOOE-80 
r .20OOOOE 0 0  
-m1900OOE 00 
q000000E-40 
m O 0 ~ 0 0 0 E ~ ~ O  
~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 E - ~ 0  
; O O O O O O E - 8 0  
.IloaOOE 00 
- m 3 3 O O O O E  0 1  
;ooOOOOE-80 
~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 € * ~ 0  
m000000E~60  
0 O O O O O O E - 6 0  
i 1 4 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  
-m990000E 0 0  
jOOOOOOE-8G 
tOOOOOOE-80 
? O O U O O O E - ~ O  
m000000E~80 
( S r  set) 
Table B4. (Continued) 
3 6  
Table B4. (Continued) 
F1.T CON 72 
A l T  1 TUDE 482no.ooodo 
M A C Y  1 o94000 
U t  I G H T  2 5 0 2 9 9 9 * 9 9 9 ? 8  
c;C; . OoOnO 
ALPHA 1 - D l 7 1 8 9  
EA9 765 .40913  
C A S  906 .31510  
DYN PRES 696 .25478  
DEL t 1 2 940Z8 
V E i n C I T Y  1 8 7 8 ~ 8 3 5 7 7  
Q SIIB C l l 4 6 r 7 1 4 9 7  
p SltB s 264 .01448  
L @ S I l B  -3 .61686 
L @  n DOT . ooono 
L @  SUB P . ooon'o 
L *  9uB R - 0 2 2 7 6 9  
L ~ ~ F L  A -1 .66134 
L @ I I ~ L  A G  -2 .68413  
L@niL R G  - 2 0 9 2 9 2 2  
I Y  2~8oo0noo.oo01jo 
I X!  2 7 9 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 ~ 0  
IX 27899999 .999?6  
I 2 7  254800000.00On0 
I 7  254799999 .998n5  
r x 7  3 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 7 1  
IX?/IZ 013344 
IXtrIX 1.21864 
THdilST 1 9 9 4 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 0  
O M + G A  sa 3 .15173  
2 7 T T  OM . l 0 7 ? 0  
T !IIB A 9 .302nb 
OMFGA A l r 7 7 5 3 1  
? E T A  A a03028 
Y Sl ld B - 1 2 0 0 2 7 0 2 9  
V R DOT . o o o ~ o  
THRUST Z 3 0 4 6 6 2 0 8 4 9 t l  
Y Slld P . 0 0 0 ~ 0  
v st10 R ~ O O O Q O  
Y nLL A I  00000 
V Dl1 A0 8 oootjo 
Y nFL R . O O O ~ O  
x Sl tB u - ~ 8 ; 7 5 8 n l  
X stlo A -4w957?1 
X A DOT ,00000 
X SLID a . o O o ~ o  
x ULL E 1  .OoOnO 
x ni;L t o  .ooofio 
~ ~ 0 6 4 0 1 3 2 0  
-8 f i0032843  
-m00192905 
;ooooodfio 
( o o o 6 o n o o  
3 4 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 @ 6 ~ 0  
w000000C0 
-2086487629  
, 0 0 0 ~ 0 b 0 0  
~ 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0  
.ottobatsoo 
-1 .39151139 








-1 r931407Y2  
-w61706RG4 
8 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0  
. O O O O O h G O  
- 0 2 2 7 8 7 6 1 1  
-822141675  
- 0 2 3 5 0 6 3 1 0  
02 .32227627 
- r O l 5 6 3 6 8 1  
- rO0263871  
r o o o t l o d r o  
r O d O O O d G O  
. 0 6 0 0 0 t 3 ~ 0  
.00000OCO 
000449'55R 
- r l 0 7 5 0 3 6 9  
~ O O Q O O O G O  . ooooorico 
80000oCn0 
W O d O O O l r O O  
8 0 0 0 0 t ~ 0 0 0  
. o o o o o o c o  
w0dOO0600 
-3 .15112675 




Table B4. (Continued) 
- 2 , 6 8 2 q t  
I Y  2413OOOOOeOOO~O 
! x x  2740OO00~000?0  
i 2 7  238600000~000~0 
t x  27399999.99996. 




Table B4. (Continued) 




- 2 ? 2 2 0 3 0 3 2 8  




- a 1 3 7 6 8 4 7 0  
* * 2 0 8 6 6 6 9 0  
;ob0oooo0 
eOOOOO6dO 
- , 000193@6 
eOdOOO6GO 
; O O O O G C G O  
- e 5 6 7 4 1 n ~ 4  
- ~ 0 8 2 0 7 7 6 1  
e16598610  
-2,06916748 
- e 5 6 3 2 3 @ 5 4  





- 2 ; 4 0 3 3 5 4 i 9  
~ ~ 0 0 3 7 3 0 2 3  
e000178e5 
- . 0 0 1 8 4 ~ 2 9  
, O O O O O C ~ O  
.000006C0 
;obonodca 
a 0 6 0 0 0 ~ 0 0  
e00266979 
-p0!285946 
. 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0  oooooririo 
. o o O o o n i o  
a 0 0 0 0 0 6 C O  
- .03894153 
-1 .01241967  
p oooocbc 0 
e b O r i O O i i C O  , ooooorjc  o 
.00000nCO 
39 
Table B4. (Continued) 
Y SUR v 
Y W  sue v 
L '  sue v 
Y R / U I  
Y D A I / l J l  
1 x 2  IJFTR 
Y D R / U 1  
L SLlB R 
L b DOT 
L SUB P 
L sue R 
L DEL A 
L D E L  A t  
L D L L  a t  
N SUB @ 
M B DCT 
N Sub P 
N SUB R 
N DEL A 
N D E L  A t  
W DEL R G  
N * b  DOT 
N w S U @  P 
N '  SUR P 
N ' D E L  
N ' D L L  A G  
N ' D C L  R G  
H W S l l @  B 
40 
Table B4. (Continued) 
r i r  C O N  1 1 3  
2 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 . 9 9 9 7 6  
11 327 
m83Og4 
9 9 5 7 4 4 . 6 2 0 0 1  
17560  
6 0 9 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 O d O  
. 0 0 7 9 3  
1 2 5 . 7 3 2 4 7  
a 4 19n'g 
0 0 9 b 9  
-34.067!.6 . o o o ~ o  
.oooqo 
. o o o o o  
.ooon'o 
e oootio 
. o o o ~ o  
- ! 6 * 5 5 6 n 0  
- 3 . 7 3 0 9 2  
. 0 0 0 ~ 0  
a O O O ? O  
* 0 0 0 ~ 0  
.Ob000 
0 . 0 0 7 7 3 6 4 8  
- # { 0 0 0 6 2 1 0  
- ~ 0 0 0 3 0 2 2 @  
; o o o ~ o b o o  
eodaeoo00 
21000600000000t iC0 
. o o a o a n o o  
- 1 . 1 0 1 9 2 2 2 5  
; o o o o o ~ c o  
qOOOOO600 
.odod'odco 
- e 3 8 1 6 0 2 3 5  
- 2 , 6 3 5 3 5 0 9 9  






f 2 6 0 7 7 0 ~ 5  
-20232Z4714 
r q 2 7 6 6 7 7 8 1  
q d O d O O d G 0  
w ~ Q 3 3 5 0 4 L i J  
-qO4164726 
- 2 0 4 9 1 5 1 1 8 0  
-m001879@9 
- ~ 0 0 1 3 0 1 4 6  
roooontioo 
-qn3509611 
, 0 0 0 ~ 0 6 0 0  
;06000nCO 
o O ~ o o 0 l l 0 0  
qO01446i7 
- e 0 0 7 9 5 3 4 0  
~ o o o O o r i L 0  
eodboolico 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0  
rodoo0n00 
~ 0 0 3 " 7 3 C 7 5  
-Q 11360426  
;ooooonoo 
e o b o o o ~ o o  
; 00000dc0 
j O ~ O O O ~ G 0  
e00000600 
41 
Table B4. (Continued) 
I 2 7 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 d O  
ooono 
- 4 . 0 1 0 7 0  
4 . 3 8 3 6 2  
325 .31583  




7 . 1 8 0 7 8  
- .725?0 
9 O O O n O  
.ooon'o 




1 8 2 7 9 9 9 . 9 9 9 9 8  
1 m 9 4 0 3 3  
1 6 6 2 ~ 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 0  
24500000,0Q060 
2 4 1 9 9 9 9 9 . 9 9 9 7 6  
1 6 6 4 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 6 0  
1 6 6 3 9 9 9 9 9 i 9 9 8 7 8  
16999999.99976 
a10216 
- 6 9 3 8 8  
458603)814!4  







. O O O ~ O  . O O O I ~ O  
rooon0 
.ooono 
; 0 0 0 ~ 0  
mOOOOO - 1 1  m80860 
- 3 . 4 0 6 3 3  
.oooljo . ooono 
. o o o j o  
O O O n O  
42  
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Table B4. (Continued) 
4 3  
Table B4. (Continued) 




- 6 .  30254 
7 .46891  
7P67.66618 
OoOnO 
. o o o n o  
e O O O ? O  
e O O 0 ~ 0  
O O O Q O  
O O O ? O  
O O O ? O  
O O O ? O  
e O O O Q 0  
e O O O ? O  
e000II0 
- 2 . 8 6 6 3 7  
- 1  r 152!1 
1257OOO~OeOOO~.O 
2 ? 6 0 0 o n 0 . 0 0 0 ~ 0  
l t 7 6 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 0  
2 2 5 9 9 9 9 9 . 9 9 9 7 6  
1 2 7 7 Q Y 9 9 9 e 9 9 9 ~ 2  
6 9 9 9 9 9 9 e 9 9 9 9 5  
a 0 7 0 4 2  
.39823 
622643.782bl 
4 7 ~ 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 0 ~ 0  
O O O ? O  . ooono 
~ O O O ~ O  
0 0 0 0 ~ 0  
.ooof lo  
. 0 0 0 ~ 0  
0 0 0 ~ 0  
. o a o ? o  





e O O O ? O  
e O a O Q O  
eOOO?O 
e O O O n O  
* o o o ? o  
.0ooonri'ilo 
r O b O O U A O O  
,oooooti! lo 
. o o o o o i o o  . o o o o o o 3 o  
s o o o f i o o . o o ~ o o r i n o  
.oonooriro 
q 0 0 0 0 ~ n 3 0  
.noooofioo 
. o c ~ o ~ n n o  
.ooOouti30 
r o o ~ o ~ l ~ ~ n  
- 2 . 9 3 9 4 4 8 7 0  
- r Z 1 7 3 9 1 i i 2  
.000oon30 
ooooonoo  
. 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0  
.oooonF:oo 
0 0 b O ~ l i ~ 0  
e 3 8 5 3 6 3 4 4  
r 2 . 1 1 5 8 6 4 1 7  
,odooonoo 
oooooodoo 
e 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0  
r O O O O 0 0 ~ 0  
r o o ~ o o n o ~  
a 1835! '633 
- 2 e 1 9 7 0 1 2 5 9  
* o o o o o n ' o o  
. ~ o o o n f i o u  
r o o ~ o ( r n u o  
* 0 0 0 0 0 @ 0 0  
00000flc 0 
.ooonofi"u 
e 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ 0  5 0  
e O O n O O n ' O O  
, o o o o o r ~ ~ o  
. 0 0 ~ 0 @ t i o 0  
.000ou0~10 




r 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0  
.0000Ui)30 
.00000li~O 
7 1 9 5 6  S3= .oooooo s 2 =  .i..oioci11 s l =  .npr iqOtr  
(14-4 % L C - )  
44 
Table B4. (Continued) 
4 5  
Table B4. (Continued) 
A L T T T U D E  
W A C  H 
1930no.ooono 
8 400rj'O 
1362999 .99928  
.0oOn0 
-8 .49437  
9 .17162  
155 .93156  
8910 .69035  
210;026;2 
28 .89675 
52  84588  . 59589  
10635  
a 0 0 . 0 ~ 0  . OoOnO - . o o o i o  
- 0  0 3 3  I7 
- 3  u 15087  
-*700!3 
8 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 0  
2060000Om00O~O 
68700000 .00000  
20599999 .99976  
08699909 .99927  
2999999 .99998  
003382 
14563  
6 7 4 2 4 3 . 4 4 7 t 4  
4 2 3 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0  
0 .02955 
o O O 0 6 6  
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Lateral  component of relative wind 
The lateral bending moments were computed at stations 660 and 1800. The 
same  process   as   used  in   pi tch w a s  used to compute  bending  due  to  sideslip  at 
conditions  apart  from  max q. 
N '  = N i p  + N f f i z b z  
where 
\ max q 
(B  18) 
vvA 
Y v  at  max q 
The  gimbal  actuator  dynamics  were  assumed  similar  to  those  used  in  refer- 
ence  ref. 21. In  pitch: 
.. .. .. 2 
= - 2 f i w  R - w  ( 6 6  .)+, q+- a6 a6  
" Y  Y Y l  aq  aACG  ACG 
(B19) 
where 
6 = 0 . 4  
wn = 33  
Latera l  
.. .. .. 
= - 2 5  wn iz - w2 pz - oz,) + -7 as r ' + - a6 6, aACG ACG I f  (B20) 
C a r  
Roll  gimbal  control 
.. .. 





Roll aileron  control 
.e 
. c = 0.4  
% = 10 
Aerodynamic hinge moment data were not available, thus neglected. They 
should  be  used if  available. 
THE STABILITY DERIVATIVES 
Table B4 contains  the  pitch  derivatives  and  other  data  needed  for  pitch 
analysis.  Pitch (and la te ra l )   t a i l  wag dog (TWD) and dog wag tail (DWT) data 
are  given  in  Table B5 for   three  t imes of flight: l if t  off, max q, and cutoff. 
These  derivatives  were  obtained  as  follows: 
- 13FE 
zn = m 
13mE 
zs = - m (Xb -XE ) 
.. 
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Table B5. Tail Wag Dog and Dog Wag Tail 
Stability Derivatives 
Stability  Derivatives 
x Z -  
6 .. 
L" x 10 





L T  
- 3 7 . 0  
- 4 4 . 0  
-0 .43  
- 1.5 
- 2 . 2  
-4 .  8 
-4 .  6 
- 1 . 1 3  
+ 3 7 . 0  
-44 .0  
+o. 43 
- 0 . 2 9  
-0.18 
-1.75 
L - T  
7
- 4 9 . 0  
- 3 8 . 0  
- 0 . 4 3  
-1 .  6 
- 2 . 3  
-4 .  8 
-4.  6 




- 0 . 2  9 




- 2 . 4  
-100 .0  
- 1 9 . 0  
- 0 . 4 3  
- 2 . 3  
- 3 . 3  
-4 .  6 
-4. 6 
- 2 . 4  
+TOO. 0 
- 1 9 . 0  
+o. 43 
0 
+ O .  46  
- 0 . 4 8  
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The  following  values were estimated  for  the  450,000-pound  thrust  engine: 
mE 
IE 
= 144 s lugs 
= 724 slug ft 
= 50 slug f t  2 
= 194 f t  
x - x = - 2 . 2  f t  




d E  
X 
xCG 
Yaw DWT and TWD terms  were  der ived by s imilar i ty  to the  longitudinal  terms: 






The  rol l   control   terms  made  use of the  lateral  geometry  shown  in  Figure B5 
which includes the ailerons. An aileron planform is, roughly, looking down: 
5 1  
Phase A repor t s  w e r e  used  to  estimate,  for  one  aileron: 
mass ,  m = 110 slugs 
'a 
X = 8 ft   (mass  offset ,  no balance) 
6a 
'6, mass   cen ter  
= 2 1. 5 + 16 = 37.  5 f t  from  vehicle  centerline  to 
These  data  yield  (for two ai lerons)  
Li = -(i ) (XA,) ( Yb,) ( m g ,  ) = -66,000 a IX 
The  engine  roll  control  terms  assumed  (see  Figure B5) all engines  except 
No. 8 gimballed  in  pitch  and yaw to produce as much  torque as possible  about 
No. 8. 
Under this assumption the average moment Erm is 1 1 . 1  feet. The  roll   torque 
for  13 engines is (11.  1)(13)(FT.) = -67 x 10 f t  lb / rad  
The  roll   control  derivative is: 




SYM ETRY T 
LEFT AILERON MASS CENTER 
BOOSTER WING BOTTOM - .  
5 - @ 
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-;T” 1 GIMBALLED  ENGINES ON 8 FT CENTERS 
Figure  B5. Rear  View of Booster Showing Launch Configuration 
Engine  and  Aileron  Mass  Centers 
The  rol l  TWD t e r m  is: 
11 .1~13   -46 ,000   s ec  2 
L;; X = ( Ix ) (mE) ( X 6 - X E )  = IX rab 
The  roll  DWT t e r m s  are 
.. I .. , 
" - (11. 1) (3) = - 4. 8 




 = - ( < ) ( x f i a )  (%.) = x - - - fia - -37 .5  - - 4. 6 8 
'a 
Table B4 presents  most of the  la teral   s tabi l i ty   data ,   as  we l l  as some  longi- 
tudinal data which duplicated Table B1. The primed derivatives have the 
product of inertia  accounted for, as  explained  in  Table  B3. 
THE  PITCH  SIMULATION 
Figures  B6 and B7 a r e  the  analog  computer  diagrams  for  the  pitch  simulation. 
Time-varying  coefficients  in  the  diagram w e r e  obtained  with padded 
potentiometers, driven by the time servomultipliers SM2 and SM3. Figure B8 
plots M6 A,, and y ~ .  Figure B9 plots uo and zw. The derivatives Zfi 
and Mw $;re scaled from  the Mfi and 2, pots, respectively: Y Y 
Z = 4 4 M  
6Y 6Y 
The 7 control systems examined .in this study are shown  in  Figure B10. The 
first two (minimum d r i f t  and attitude hold) had constant gains. The remain- 
ing five had time-scheduled gains K and KA. e 
54 
d 
Figure B6. Pitch Time Varying Simulation - Launch 
+IO0 -. "'oeso) I 0' vcc n 
Figure B7. Simulation of Control System for Boost Pitch 
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0 20 40  60  100  120  140  160 
Figure  B9. Time Varying Parameters in Simulations 
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CONTROLLER  CONTROL  EQUATI  
. .~ ~~ 
1 MINIMUM DRIFT b i  = 2Aq + 2.4 (e - 0.2VN)(1 + l&) 
2 ATTITUDE HOLD bi = 2.4s + 2.48 (1 + &I 
3 SCHEDULED ATTITUDE b i  = 2.4q + 2.4 KeB, WHERE 
0 30 50 90 110  160 
TIME (SECONDS) 
4 PITCH DAMPER 6i = 2.49 
5 ACCELEROMETER  LOAD RELIEF 
K e  '*On 
J"t-4- 
0 30 50  30 50 90 110 
6 q a LOAD RELIEF 
b i  = 2.4s + 2.4 [Kee - 0.0035KAZwwA] 
7 ACCELERATION LIMITER LOAD RELIEF 
OFF LIMIT bi = 2.4s + 2.48 (1 + l&) 
ON LIMIT b i  = 2Aq - 0.024 [& - LIMIT] 
LIMITS = f 0.5, f 0.62, f 0.75, f 1.0 
Figure B10. Bost Pitch Conventional Controls 
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Figure B11 shows the wind used in all tests. It  is a single  sample  obtained 
from  the wind model  described  in  Appendix A.  I t   has  a 30 peak of 290 f t /  
sec   a t  55 seconds. 
THE  LATERAL SIMULATION 
Table B4 shows  stability  derivative  data  for  the  lateral  axes  as  well  as  pitch. 
Figures  B12 and B13 are  the  simulation  diagrams  for  this  study.  The  t ime 
varying  coefficients  are  shown  in  Figure B14. 
The  simulation  includes  tai l-wag-dog  and  dog-wag-tail   terms which  can  be 
switched in or  omitted. Figure .39 shows the effect of t h e s e   t e r m s  on per -  
formance. Close examination of the  t races   shows a discernible but negligible 
effect (for example, the bending moment traces with attitude control). Note 
that  higher  gains  are  used  with TWD and DWT to  get  damping  performance 
comparable  to  that  without  these  terms.  The  higher  gain  has  negligible  effect 
on the  magnitude of the  control  perturbations  in  the wind disturbance  used  in 
this  study.  It  was  concluded  that TWD and DWT t e r m s  need  not  be  simulated 
to  assess  the  control  authority  needed when disturbed by this  wind model. 
The  results  presented  in  the body of the  report   are  without TWD and DWT. 
The bending equations are given in Table B2. These coefficients for 0 were 
assumed  to  apply  at  max q, where  the  airspeed  is  1510 f t / s e c  (1510 M b = 
M'p). In t e r m s  of lateral   velocity VA then, the bending moments are: 
"(660) = l o 6  [-1. 626, - 0. 0059vA] 
M'(1800) = 10 [ -22 .  8 6, - 0. 0 1 3 ~ ~ 1  6 
The  variation  in Mtv  with q was  assumed  to   be  the  same  as   the  s tabi l i ty  
derivative Y,. Therefore  
(yyvA) ( k) (64 set) 
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Figure B13. Vehicle €3 Lateral Boost Simulation 
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Figure B14. Analog Check of Simulation of "added Pots 
APPENDIX C 
PITCH EQUATIONS AND DATA FOR COVARIANCE ANALYSES 
OF THE  LAUNCH  PHASE OF MSFC  VEHICLE B 
This  appendix  presents  the  data  used  to  develop  the  covariance  summary  re- 
sults of Section 11. Nomenclature, representations, and derivatives are pre- 
sented below. Computer output covariance data are presented in Tables 
C 8 - C l 6 .  
NOMENCLATURE 
A = Matrix kquation ( C l )  and Tables C 1  and C3]  
ACx] = Slender  body  area  [Equation (CS)] f t  
- 
cL - 2 v  cL. 
C " sec / r5d  
9 
cL (Figure C 1) 
cm 
C (Figure C2)  
LcY 
(Figure C3)  
g 
"- 
1 / r a d  
l / r a d  
s e c / r a d  
65 




2v ‘m I ¶E 2VIcm 
(Figure C 1) 
C (Figure C2) 
mcy m P  
‘m (Figure C3) 
CY (NOSE)g 
‘m (Figure C4) 
cm 
D = Matrix [Equation (C2) and Tables C2 and CS] 
G = Matrix [Equation (C 1) and Tables C1 and C4] 
H = Matrix [Equation (C2) and Tables C2 and C51 
IT = Ischial  tuberosit ies (subscript)  
I = Inertia  (Table C7) 
YY 
L = Lift 
sec/rad 
e“ 
l / r a d  
l / r ad  
l / r a d  
e 
sec/ r ad  
”- 
slug-ft 2 
l b  
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L = 209 (gust penetration length) 
M = Aerodynamic pitching moment 
M = Mach number (Table C7) 
M . R .  = % + 15)2 & W  - I (inertial  rate and jet damping) 
M66 0 
537 
= Bending moment at station 660 
M1300 = Bending moment at station 1300 
M1880 = Bending moment at station 1880 
M$I = -6.72 x 10 x 57.3 (M660 due to cy at ijmax) 
M$ = -11.2 x 10 x 57. 3  (M1300 due  to CY at gmax) 
M L  = -10. 1 x 10 x 57.3 (M1880 due to cy at Gmax) 
Mi6  = -1.62 x 10 X 57.3 (Msso due to 6 at imax) 
Mh6 = -15.05 x 10 x 57.3 (M1300 due to 6 at imax) 






"3 6 = -22.80 X 10 X 57.3 (M 
6 
1880 
S = 10, 250  (reference area) 
T = Thrust  (Table  C7) 
V = Speed relative to earth (Table C7) 
W = Weight (Table C7) 
a = Element  of A matrix 
ac = Aerodynamic center (subscript)  
c = 21 1 (reference length) 
c m  = Center  of mass (subscript)  
i j  
- 
c1 s.fi = Coeff ic ient   in   random wind model (Figure A 8  






in. - l b  
in. -1b 
in. - lb/rad 
in. - lb/rad 
in. - lb/rad 
in. - lb/rad 
in. -1blrad 
in. - lb/rad 
f t  
l b  
ft/ sec 
l b  
f t  
f t /  sec 3/ 2 
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c2 6 = Coefficient in random wind model (Figure A9 and Table A2)  
c3mwh = Coefficient in random wind model (Figure A10 and 
Table  A2) 
c,h = Coefficient in random wind model (Figure A 1 1  and 
Table A 2 )  
c5h 
" - Coefficient  in  random 'wind model  (Figure A12 and 
UW Tab le   C l )
f = Force vector [Equation 
f = Force  vector  [.Equation 
g = 32. 1 7  = Gravity 
g = Gust  (subscript) 
gij 
h = Altitude 
hij 
h = Altitude ;ate 
4, = x  - x  
N 
= Element of G matr ix  
= Element of H mat r ix  
6 cm 
(C2) and Table C2] 
(C1) and Table Cl] 
m r p  = Moment reference point (subscr ipt)  
n = Normal acceleration at  cm 
n = Normal  acceleration at pilot 's   seat  
p = Roll  rate 
q = Pitch  ra te  
q = Dynamic pressure (Table C7) 
r = h + re = (Table C7) 
r = Roll  rate 
r = El r th ' s   r ad ius  





l / f t   s e c  112 
f t   / sec  2 2 
l / s e c  
1 / f t 2  
ft / sec 2 
f t  
f t l s e c  
ft 
f t  / sec  
f t  I sec  
2 
2 
r a d /   s e c  
r ad /   s ec  
lb / f t2  
ft 
r a d /   s e c  
ft 
t = Time since launch (Table C7) 
u = Input from controller (Tables C1 and C2) 
v = Mean wind (Figure A5 and Table A2)  
v = Random wind (Table C1; Cf Appendix A )  
v = v + v = Wind (Table C1; Cf Appendix A )  
w = Wind (subscr ipt)  
x = State vector Equation (Cl) and Table  Cl ]  
x = Wind state (Table C1; Cf Appendix A )  









X = x - 59. 7 = (Pilot s position) 
P c m  
x = 194 = (gimbal  position) 
6 
x = First basis element for gust penetration (Table C1) 1 
x2 = Second basis element for gust penetration 
x3 = Third basis element for gust penetration 
z = Downward distance normal to reference trajectory 
[Equation  (C28)  and  Figure  C5] 
s e c  
r ad /  seC 
ft / sec  
f t / s ec  
f t  / sec  
1 I f t  
f t  
ft 
f t  
f t  
f t  
f t /  sec  
f t  1 sec  
ft  / sec  
ft 
A = Perturbation  symbol 
R = Earth 's   rotat ional   ra te   rad / sec  
CY = Geometric  angle of attack  (Figure C5 and Table  C2); rad 
does not include the wind. 
CY = Angle of attack  along  reference  trajectory  (Table  C7) rad 
0 
y = Flight  path  angle  relative  to  round  earth  [Equation  (C20)  rad 
and  Table  Cl] 
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(Table C7) 
= Flight path angle along the reference trajectory 
6 = Gimbal deflection [Equation (Cl) and Table  Cl]  
6 O  
= Gimbal deflection along the reference trajectory 
(Figure 2 )  
6 = Gimbal position (subscript) 
q = Unity white noise 
8 = Pitch angle [Equation (Cl) and Table  Cl]  
eo = Qo + Y o  
vi = Lift associated with i basis element (x.) of gust th 
penetration; note elements a27, a23, and a24 of 
Table C1. Their determination is presented between 
Equations (C3) and C15) 
vli = Moment associated with ith basis element f(x.)  of 
gust penetration; note elements a17, a13, and a14 of 
Table C1. Their determination is presented between 
Equations (C3) and (C19) 
= Standard  deviation of random wind (Figure  A6) 
a/a = Coefficient in random wind model (Figure A7 and 
Table A 2 )  
r a d  
r a d  
rad 
f t / s e c  
1 / sec  
REPRESENTATIONS 
The  generic  forms  for  the  perturbation  state  transition  and  response  are  given 
by 
X = Ax + Gr 
r = Hx + Df (C2 
They are presented explicitly in Tables C1 and C2. These tables and the 
nomenclature  provide for generating  all  data. 
The  coefficients  a55,  a56, a , a66, 853,  863,  and are  tabulated  in 
Table A2. The remainder ob?he coefficients of matr ices  A, G, H, and-D 




The  wininorma1  to  the  vehicle vw is taken as made  up of a  mean vw and 
random vw. The model is discussed in Appendix A.  
The  mean wind appears  as a disturbance forcing function in Tables C1 and 
C2. Numerical  values  are shown in Figure A5 and column 2 of Table A2. 
The  random wind 7 is generated  by  the  differential  equations of rows 5 and 6 
of Table C1. Coefficients are plotted in Figure A7 through A12 and columns 
4 through 9 of Table A2. 
-. 
Distributing  the Wind Gust  Loads 
The wind l i f t  force  and  the  moment  on  the  vehicle  are  the  result of the  inte- 
gration of pressures developed by the winds. A lumped parameter represen- 
tation is required  for  these  distributed  forces. 
The l i f t  and  pitching  moment  coefficients  due  to  normal  gusts  are  taken to be 
where X I ,  x2,  and x3 are  system states  dr iven by the wind, vw. For con- 
stant winds x1 = x2 = x3 = vw. Rows 7 ,  3, and 4 of Table C1 show this and 
how the  xis are driven by the wind, vw. The p . 1 ~  are  constant  to  the  deter- 
mined. 
The step responses of X I ,  x2, and x3 (called f l ,  f 2 ,  and f3)  for a sharp- 
edged gust ar'e 
2 .3  x 
"
f,[x] = 1 - e L 
f2[x] = 1 - e 
7 1  
The  most  gross  result  of slender body theory  (references 22  or 23) yields 
the  step  responses  for  gust  penetration  as  shown  in  Figure C4. 
Determination of ~2~ and p3 is presented first. The  left  gust  penetration 




A[x] = 0.1682~(122 -7) for 0 i x 5 122  X 
Acxl = 12,950 + x(-278.0 + 1 . 4 9 5 ~ )  for 122  i x 5 209 = L 
Then let 
CL [ X I  
gCx1 = 
g 









1 k =-  (C15) 3 ,  c Pi 
1 
Equations  (Cll)   through (13) a r e  solved for F1, F2, and p3 to przvide the 
least  squared f i t  to penetration dynamics. The tilde values of p are adjusted 
to  enforce  the  correct  steady-state  response pls by Equations  (C14)  and 
(C15). 
The  gust  moment  parameters p11, p12, 
similar  to  the  gust l i f t  parameters.   g[x] is d i  ferent  and the pts differ only 
in notation; .i. e.,  p12 corresponds to ~ 2 .  g[x] is obtained from Equations 
(C16)  through  (C19). 




X = 107. 98 f t  (for this consideration only the value of .64 sec  is 
Cm taken: xcm is usually taken to have the values of Table C7) 
(C16) 




[x] = *  / xA'dx = -- 2 cIn CmS 
%OSE s c  S;: 
g 0 
(C18) 
m = 0 . 1 6 8 2 ~  (7 - "1 0 s x 5 122 2 122 3 
where 
.t = 122 f t  
a = 0. 1682 
c = -278 
d = 2.99 
Normal  Motion  Dynamics 
The  acceleration  normal  (upward)  to  the  flight  path is given by [Equation 4, 
page 6, reference 191. 
A s  written i t  is for wings  level  with  the  velocity  in  the  earth's  equatorial 
plane. The third term is neglected because i t  is relatively small ,  i. e. , 
Vi. N (1000) 1 ~ )  1 5  = 8. 82 f t / s ec  2 
- V2 (lo 4 2  ) ~ = 4. 76 f t / sec  2 cos y - 
n I 2.1x10' 
2 7 2 
r R  cos y - ( 2 . 1 ~ 1 0  ) ( 7 . 2 7 ~ 1 0 - ~ )  COS y = 1.1 X 10-l COS y f t / s ec  2 
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The  fourth  term is omitted  because i t  would subsequently  be  lost  in  the  per- 
turbation: V and $2 a r e  not  perturbed. 
From Figure C 5  
2 (.. - - V2 cos y = L + T sin(a+6) - W cos y 
g r 
or  
Perturbations. about. a nominal  trajectory  are  taken.  Perturbations  are 
restricted to y ,   y ,   a ,  (Y, q  8 ,  and vw; i. e . ,  T, W, V, etc. , a r e  not 
perturbed. The perturbation equation corresponding to Equation (C22) is 
cL 
A? = -  wv qs  FL Aq + CL. Ah + C Aa + - g -  v ( 5  1 2 2 3 3 1  a X + P X + P X X )  
9 a La 
+- wv T cos ( a o + 6 0 ) ( A ~ + A 6 )  - (1 r - +) (sin y o ) A y  ( C 2 3 )  
U sing 
CY = 8 - 7  (C24) .  
(Y = q - y  (C2  5) 
COS (a +fjO) * 1 ( C 2 6 )  
0 
in  Equation (C23)   2 .4  yields 
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Equation (C27) corresponds to row 2 of Table C1. 
Drif t  ra te  (i) and d r i f t  ( z )  normal to the flight path are also required. z is 
taken positive downward. Consistent with the approximations taken thus far 
is the  expression  [from  Equation (C20)].  
.. V2 
z = -vy + y cos y (C28) 
z r -vy 
This is done here  to  take  advantage of the  format of reference 6 .  
Ab = -VAy 
which is row 10 of Table C1. 
Pitch  Rotation  Dynamics 
Pitch  rotation  is  given  by 
It is assumed  that  pitch  plane  and  lateral  perturbations  are  uncoupled. 
Hence, p and r can  be  considered  to  be  zero. 
76 
7 7  
In  line 1 the  perturbations are 
a re  used and cos 6, = 1. Row 
line 2 to l ine 3. The   r e su l t  is 
taken. In line 2 Equations ((224) and (C25) 
2 of Table   C1 is substituted for A Y  to go f r o m  
r o w  1 of Table  C1. 
M a s s  Rate Effects 
Mass  rate damping M. R. q is given  by  (Equation  7.8-2 of ref. 24) a s  
where 
m = vehicle mass 
A 
G = X6 - Xcm + 15 f t  = d + 15 





= pitch radius of gyration 
= Pitch rate 
- 2  d 2  I = m k + m - k  
3Y dt 
- ( d +  15)2 d  d 
32. 17 w -  .-I dt YY 
Actuator  Dynamics 
Appendix B uses  the  second-order  actuator  dynamics 
s = -25 w,d - u,” (6  - u) 
where 
5 = 0.4 




Appendix B includes  tail-wags-dog  (TWD)  and  dog-wags-tail  (DWT)  dynamics 
which are neglected  here.  Section11  shows  the TWD and DWT dynamics are of 
minor importance.  Furthermore,  based on the considerations of ref. 6, it is 
is expected the second-order  dynamics  can  be  satisfactorily  approximated 
with a first-order  actuator  with  the same break  frequency; i. e .  , 
6 = -31.66 + 3 1 . 6 ~  (C38) 
This  is row 8 of Table C1. 
Bending  Moments 
The bending moments a t  stations 660, 1300, and 1800 are  given by (page 15 of 
ref. 10). They were calculated by the procedure of ref. 26 as  
M660 = M i 6 6  + + 7.98 x 10 6 
= + M&CZ + 182. 1 X 10 6 M1800  (C4 1) 
where  the  numerical   values  for the  maximum dynamic pressure  condition a re  
l isted  in  the 'nomenclature.   The  perturbation  equations  corresponding  to  the 
above a re  
AM660 = M ; , A ~  + M$(AQ, etc. 
Two  modifications to the  above  must   be made: 1) extension  to  the  entire 
boost phase flight, and 2) smoothing for gust  penetration. 
The  most desirable  extension would  utilize  the  data  used  in  the ref. 26 com- 
putations. These were not provided, so the plausible approximations used 
in Appendix B are used. This has the added advantage in that it permits  a 
direct   comparison of resul ts .  It is thus  assumed  that  
gsc 









2 M: Acu 7 . 8 6  x 10 2, 52 
2. 63 x 10 6 
(C4 2 1 
.1 deflection is assumed constant, The  bending  moment  contribution from gimba 
For  gust  penetration it is simply  assumed  the wind effects a re   f i l t e red  by 
xl. Hence, the final bending moment equation for station 660 becomes 
This  corresponds  to  row 3 of Table C2. Similar expressions for AM1300 and 
A'1880 
Differentiation of row 3 of Table  C2  yields  row 4. Coeff ic ients   are   taken  as  
constant during the differentiation. Rows 6 and 8 are obtained similarly by 
differentiation of rows 5 and 7. 
are given  in rows  5 and 7. 
Fanny  Load 
The  normal  acceleration at the  pilot's seat sensed  by  the  ischial  tuberosi- 
ties, is [from Equation ((220) and Figure C5 approximated by 
L 
nIT * ( v + - ~ c o s Y + g c o s y  r 1 c o s c r + x b  P - + s i n c u  
= [ v + +  ( g -  $ ) c o s y ]   c o s c y + x  P b - ~ s i n c u  (C44) 
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r 
Its perturbation is given by 
AnIT = + ( g  - $)cos yo] [ - sin cy 0 ) AP + x A \  - ~ c o s c r o A ~  
P 
2 - ( g  - g) s in  yo cos cyo A?+ vA+ cos cYo 
= x A b + V A +  
P 
Substituting  for A h  and A i  by  use of rows  1 and 2 of Table  C1  in  Equation 
(C45)  yields,  row 9 of Table C2. 
Differentiation of row 9 of Table  C2  yields  row 10. Coefficients of row 9 , 
are  taken as  constant  during  the  differentiation. 
T h e  term sa is used a s  an  indicator of aerodynamic loading. It is most com- 
monly  employed  in  preliminary  design  where  aerodynamic  loads  due to q, b, 
and gust penetration are neglected. Since these latter effects are included 
here,  the &Y computation used includes q, &, and gust penetration. This is 
done by defining a ?p that meets the  intended  use of the i jcu indicator: i. e., 
it is taken to b e  
- L 
qcY = sc 



































- MACH NUMBER \ 
8 
MACH NUMBER 
Figure C2. Indicia1 Angle of Attack  Derivatives 
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X -  FT 
Figure  C3. Gust Penetration Derivatives 
i l  2 j 4 5 6 7 8 9 I 10 
I I MACH NUMBER 
-31 
Figure  C4. Indicia1 Angle of Attack  Rate  Derivatives 
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I . .  
The  perturbation  equation is 
r 
- 
With the usua l  substi tutions  this  becomes  row 11 of Table C2. Row 1 2  is 
obtained  by  differentiation of row 11. 
PLANE 11 TO EARTH 
TANGENT PLANE 
Figure C5.- No Wind Flight Geometry 
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Table C1. State Equations 
- 
0 0 
A i  
Ai 
x .  
=: - 
I 
A b  
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Table C3. (Continued) 
I 1 
Table C3. (Continued) 
Table C3. (Continued) 
CD 
N 
Table C3.  (Concluded) 
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Table C4. Numerical G Matrix 
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Table C5. Numerical H Matrix 
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Ln 
Table C5. (Continued) 
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Table C5. (Continued) 
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Table C5. (Continued) 
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Table  C5.  (Continued) 
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Table C5. (Continued) 
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Table C5. (Continued) 
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Table C5. (Concluded) 
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Table C6. Numerical D Matrix 
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Table C7. Retabulated Reference Trajectory Data 
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Table C7. (Continued) 
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Table C8. (Continued) 
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Table C9. Attitude (c7) Covariance Results 
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Table C10. Scheduled Attitude (c2) Covariance 2esult.s 
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Table C12. Minimum D r i f t  (c4) Covariance R e s u l t s  
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Table C14. sa ( c 6 )  Covariance R e s u l t s  
Table C14. (Continued) 
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Table C15. Quadratic (Q13) Covariance Results 
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Table C17. Attitude (C7) C,ovariance Results (At=O. 02) 
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Table C17. Continued 
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APPENDIX D 
LATERAL EQUATIONS  AND  DATA FOR COVARIANCE  ANALYSES 
O F  THE LAUNCH PHASE O F  MSFC  VEHICLE B 
This appendix presents the  equations  and  data  used to generate   the covariance 
analyses in Section 111. The nomenclature, representation, and derivations 
are presented  below. A sketch of the vehicle is presented  in   Figure 1. 
NOMENCLATURE 
A = Matrix [Equat ion (Dl)  and Table D l  1 
A ' c x] = Slender body space  derivative c Equation  (Dl 8)  1 
ac. 
c, = - 4, 
p 4%) Figure  D4 
ac 
cG F igure  D6 
Pmrp 
c, Figure D7 
'a 
ac n c = -  Figure  D8 
n P 
acn c = -  Figure  D9 
nr a[%] 
f t  
1 / r a d  
1 / r a d  
1 / r a d  
1 / r a d  
1 / r a d  
1 / r a d  
1 / r a d  
160 
‘n F igure  D l 0  
P C I l l  
C F igure  D l 1  
%a 
C Figure  D l 2  
D = Matrix  [Equation  (D2)  and  Table  D2] 
G = Matrix [Equation (Dl) and Table Dl ] 
H = Matrix  [Equation  (D2)  and  Table  D2] 
2 I =  
I X X I Z Z  - I X Z  
I X X  
Table  C7 
Ixz = 4 7 . 5  . 106(1   - t / 170)  
IYY Table C7 
I Z Z  
Table  C7 
L Rolling  moment 
L = 1750 Scale length of rolling  turbulence 
P 
Ls = 2 2 8 . 5  (Gust  penetration  length) 
1 / r ad  
1 / r a d  
1 / r ad  
1 / r a d  
s lug f t  
s lug  f t  
2 4  
2 
slug  f t  
slug f t  




f t   l b  
f t  
f t  
1 6 1  
L6 
2 = Rolling moment due to roll command (Table 0 1 0 )  T 
L6 
T -2 = Rolling moment due to yaw command (Table D l  0) 
f t / r ad  
f t / r ad  
M Mach No.  (Table C7)  
M . R .  = (d+15)2 d I (inertial  rate and  jet  damping)  slug f t  /sec - w " 2 32 .17  dt   dt  zz  
M'lP = -8 .96 X 1 0  x 57 .3  (Mss0  due to f l  @ gmax) 6 in .  lb/rad 
M Izp = - 1 9 . 5  x 1 0  x 57 .3  (M880 due to fl  @ qmax) 
6 in .  lb / rad  
M ;a = -1 .62  x 1 0  x 57 .3  (Msso  due t o  62 @ 
6 in .   lb / rad max  
l a  = - 2 2 . 8  X 1 0  X 57.3 (M1880 
6 due to b2 @ imax) lb / rad  
N = Yawing  moment f t   lb  
f t   l b / r a d  
N6 
2 = Yawing moment due to roll  command (Table 0 1 0 )  f t / r ad  T 
N6 - 
T = Yawing  moment  due  to  yaw  command  (Table D l  0) f t /   rad  
S = 1 0 , 2 5 0  (reference area) 
T = Thrust  (Table C7)  
V = Speed  (Table C7) 
ft2 
l b  
f t / s ec  
162 
W = Weight (Table C7) 
W Table 11 (Table C7) 
y6 




T - Side force due to yaw command (Table Dl  0) 
a Element .of A matrix ij 
a Lateral  acceleration  at pilot' s station Y 
a13 = V [ zz tp + Ixz np I t  & I  c 
l b  
lb/  sec 
1 /rad 
1 /rad 
f t /  sec 2 
163 
I ' I  I 
al 9 
- - 
a1 ,10  
a l ,  1 4  
a 1, 15  








a = -5.25 V 89 r S 
V a98 = - 
a31 = w 
a32 = -u 
0 
0 
a37 - W V S p p 3 l  - B . g s  
g i s  
a39 = w v 32 
a 3 , 1 4  - g  -  W ( > ) T  
166 
V ag9 = + 5 . 0 3  
S 
= - 2 2 . 8  - V a9, 11 
LS 
a l O ,  1 0  - - a l O ,  1 3  
- 
V 
0 , 1 3  = + 2 . 3  
a " - CJ U 1 1 , l l  
al 1 , 1 2  = c3uh 
a i-l 1 2 , l l  5 u  = -c  
a12,  12 = -c4h 
- rrv 
a13,   13  4 b  
 -" 
a - 1 4 , 1 4  - -g14, 1 
a 15 ,15   '15 ,2  
- - -  
a - - -  1 6 , 1 6   ' 1 6 , 3  
b = 160  (wing  span)  
b Body ( subscr ip t )  
C C o s i n e  
cm Center  4f mass ( subscr ip t )  
ft 
167 
6 Coefficient in random  side  wind  (Figure A7 and  Table A2) ft/sec 3 /  2 c1 =v 
-& Coefficient in random side wind (Figure A8 and Table A2) l / f t  sec 1 /2 c2 
c uvh Coefficient  in  random  side  wind  (Figure  A9  and  Table A2) ft  /set 2  2 
c4h Coefficient  in  random  side  wind  (Figure  A1 0 and  Table  A2) 1/ sec 
c h/cr Coefficient in random side wind (Figure A1 1 and Table A2) 1 / f t  2 5 v  
a . .  Element of D matrix 
1J 
d21 - g14, 1 
d42 = g15, 2 
d63 - ‘16,3 . 
d82 = h7, 15g15, 2 
d84 = h77g74 
- 
- 
dl 0,2 - h9, 1 5g1 5,2 
dl 0 ,4  - h97g74 




d12,2 - hll, 15g15, 2 
d12, 3 - hll, 16g16, 3 












f 3  
= h13, 7g74 i- h13, 8'84 -k h13, gg94 
Earth (subscript)  
Force  vector  [Equation (D2) and Table  D2] 
Force  vector  [Equation  (Dl) and Table   Dl )  
Step  response of x1 [Equation  (D13)I 
Step  response of x2 [Equation  (D14)] 
Step response of x [Equation (D15)I 3 
g = 32.17  Gravity 
gij  
g74 - a7, 11 
884 = a 8, 11 
894 = a 9 , l l  
Element of G matr ix  
- 
g l l ,  5 = C 1 U 7 / F ; -  
g12,5 = '2 6 
'14, 1 = 31.6 
g15, 2 = 31.6 
g16,3 = 10.0  
f t /  s ec  2 
h Altitude 
hij 
hl, 1 4  
Element of H matrix 
= 1 . 0  
h2, 1 4  - -g14, 1 
- 
h3,  15 = 1.0 
h4, 1 5  - -g15 ,2  
- 
h5,  16 = 1 . 0  
h77 = h73 
h7,   15  
h84 = h73a34 
h8 5 73  35 = h  a 
h87 = h73a37 -t h77a77 
ft 
1 70 
h89 = h73a39 
- 
h8, 11 - h77a7, 11 
h8, 14 - h73a3, 14 - 
h8, 15 = h73a3, 15 + h7, 15a15,  15 




h93 - - V W ~ .  1 gX1 o - ~  lA ' z p  
h97 = h93 
h l O ,  3 = h93a33 
hl 0,4 9 3   3 4  
= h  a 
- 
hlO,  5 - h93a35 
hl 0 . 7  = h93a37 + h97a77 
hl 0 , 8  = h93a38 
hl 0 , 9  = h93a39 
hl 0,ll - h97,a7, 11 
- 
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hlO, 14 = h93a3, 14 
hlO, 15 = hg3a3,  15 + h9,  15a15,  15 
hlO, 16 - h!33a3,  16 
- 
hll, 1 p 21 - Zpall 
hll, 2 
= + x a  
= + xpa22 - zpa12 
- 
hll, 3 - a33  Xpa23 - 'pa13 
hll, 7 37 p 27 p 17 
= a  + x a  - z a  
hll, 8 = a38 + x  a p 28 - 'pa18 
hll, 9 
hll, 10 
- - a39 + Xpa29 - 'pa19 
= +x a - z a  p 2,lO p 1,lO 
- 
hll, 14 - a3, 14 +"pa2,14 p 1,14 - z a  
hll, 15 3,15 + Xpa2,  15 = a  
- z a  p  1,15 
hll, 16 = a3,16 +Xpa2, 16 p 1,16 
- z a  
- 
h12, 1 - hll, lall + hll, 2a21 
h12,2 - hll, 1 9 2  + hll, 2a22 





- - hll, 3a34 
- 
h12,  5 - hll, 3a35 
h12, 7 - hll, la17 " hll, 2a27 + hll, 3a37 + hll, 7a77 - 
h12, 8 - hll, la18 + hll, 2a28 i- hll, 3a38 " hll, 8a88 -k hll, ga98 - 
h12, 9 = hll, la19 + hll, 2a29 " hll, 3a39 + hll, 8a89 + hll, ga99 
h12, 10 - hll, lal, 10 + hll, 2a2, 10 + hll, 1oa10, 10 
h12,ll - hllJ 7a7, 11 -k hll, 8a8, 11 + hll, gag, 11 
c 
- 
h12, 13 hll, 10alO, 13 
h12, 14 - hll, lal, 14 + h11,2a2J 14 -k hll, 3a3, 14 + hll, 14a14, 14 
h12, 15 hll, lal, 15 + hll, 2a2,  15 + hll, 3a3,  15 + hll, 15a15,  15 
h12,  16 e hllJ lal, 16 + h11,2a2, 16 + hll, 3a3,  16 + hll, 16a16,  16 
L 
L 
h13,  3 - v -4. 
- 
h13, 7 = '31 
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. _" - ." ... . 
h14, 3 = h13, 3a33 
h14, 4 - h13, 3a34 
h14, 5 - h13, 3a35 
- 
- 
h14, 7 = h13, 3a37 + h13, 7a77 
h14, 8 = h13, 3a38 + h13, 8a88 h13, ga98 
h14, 9 = h13, 3a39 + h13, 8a89 +- h13, ga99 
h14, 11 - h13, 7a7, 11 + h13, 8a8, 11 + h13, gag, 11 
- 
h14, 14  = h13, 3a3, 14 
h14,  15 - h13, 3a3, 15 
- 
h14, 16 = h13, 3a3, 16 
h15, 4 
h16, 1 - a41 





h17, 6 = 1 . 0  
- 
h18, 3 - a63 
h18, 4 - a64 
- 
A A A  
ie,  je, ke Unit vectors in the flat earth 
.c = X6 - Xcm ft 
mrP  Moment  reference  point(subscript)  
0 Implies  value on reference  t ra jectory  (subscr ipt)  b 
P Body ax is   ro l l   ra te   rad /   sec  
P Pi lot   (subscr ipt)  
pg 
Rolling wind velocity. A n  element of the  state.   rad/  sec 
Body  axis  pitch  rate  rad/sec 
Body axis reference pitch rate (Table C7) (use yo) r ad /  s ec  
- 
9  Dynamic  pressure  (Table C7)  lb  / ft2 
r Body  axis  yaw  rate  rad/  sec 
r Response  vector  [Equation (D2) and  Table D2] 
r .  c .  = 1 3 3 . 5  Root  chord  ft 
S Laplace  operator 
S Side  (subscript)  
S Sine 
t Time from launch 
U Velocity  along  ircraft  x axis 
u = v cos  cyo 
U1' U2' u3 Control  'inputs  [Equation (Dl) and  Table D l  3 
0 
1 / sec 
s e c  
f t /  s ec  
f t l   s ec  
V Velocity  along  ircraft y' axis f t /   sec  
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v = C + G  Side  wind  velocity 
V 





Mean  side  wind  (Figure A5 and  Table  A2).  An 
element of T 
Random side wind. A component of the  state x 
Distance  forward of cm  measured on x-axis  
(aircraft   coordinates) 
Distance  aft of nose  measured on x-axis  
(shop  coordinates) 
State  vector  [Equation ( D l )  and Table   Dl  ] 
X A side wind state 
X 
X 
cm = 1 5 5 . 8  Center of mass (shop coordinates,  Table C7) 
mrP  (shop  coordinates) 
X = X -59 .7  (Pilot 's   posit ion  in  aircraft   coordinates) 
P c m  
x6 = 1 9 4 . 0  Gimbal  position in shop  coordinates 






f t /  sec  
f t /   s ec  
ftl s e c  
f t /   sec  
f t  
ft 




f t /   s ec  
J 
Lumped  parameter  rolling  gust  distribution  state  rad / sec  
Coordinate  axis  in  aircraft  
State  component  along y 
In shop coordinates;  taken to be zero  (Table   C7)  f t  
e 
Coordinate axis in  ear th   f t  
y6 = - 1 6 . 0  In aircraft   coordinates (i = 1, 6 ,  Figure  B9) f t  
i 
y6 = - 8 . 0  In  aircraft   coordinates (i = 2 ,  7 ,11,   Figure B9) ft 
i 
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y6 = 0.0  In   a i rcraf t   coordinates  (i = 3,8,12,   Figure  B9)  
i 




m r P  
= Center of mass (shop coordinates Table C7) 
= 20.  0 (shop coordinates) 
z = z -32 .5  (Pilot '  s position  in  aircraft  coordinates) 
P c m  
z(j = + 1 2 . 0  - Zcm In  aircraft  coordinates (i = 1-5, Figure B9) 
'i 
2 = - 4 . 0  - Zcm In  aircraft   coordinates (i = 11-13,  Figure  B9) 
'i 
i 
z = + 4 . 0 -  z In  aircraft   coordinates (i = 6-10, Figure B9) cm 
A Perturbation  symbol  (suppressed  after  derivations) 
CY Angle of attack  (Tables C7 and Figure  B6) 
B Side  slip  angle 
0 
6a Aileron  deflection  state  component 
6P 
Gimbal  roll  command  state  component 
'r Gimbal  yaw  command  state  component 
Gimbal  deflection  about  aircraft  y-axis 
ft  
f t  
f t  
f t  
f t  
f t  









6 Gimbal  deflection  about  aircraft  z-axis 
Z 
Ill Unity  white  noise  for  side  wind  disturbance 
q 2  Unity  white  noise  for  rolling  gust wind disturbance (q is independent of rl 2 )  
e Pitch  angle 
e Body axis reference  pitch  angle  (Table  C7) 
0 
p1j  Obtained  from  the  solution of Equations (D19) through (D21) 
p2-j Obtained  from  the  solution of Equations (D19) through (D21) 
p 3j Obtained  from  the  solution of Equations (Dl91  through (D21) 
U Standard  deviation of rolling  gust  (Table  C7) P 
uV=u Standard deviation of random side wind 
P 
b /uv Coefficient in random side wind (Figure A6 and Table A 2 )  
V 
@ Roll  ang e 
@ Roll  angle  state  component 
* Yaw angle 
* Yaw angle  state  component 
rad  
I / s e c  1 / 2  
1 / s e c  1 / 2  
rad 
r a d  
f t /   s e c  
f t /  s ec  
1 / s e c  
r a d  
r a d  
rad 
r a d  
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REPRESENTATIONS 
The  generic  forms  for  the  perturbation  state  transit ion and response are 
given  by: 
k = A X + G F  (Dl)  
r = H x +  Df (D2) 
They a?e presented explicitly in  Tables  Dl and D2. These  tables and the 
nomenclature  provide  for  generating all data. 
The coefficients a77, a7,11, a8,11, a88 agg  ag, 1 1 ,  874,  g84,  gg4, and V 
are tabulated in Table A2. The  remainder of the coefflclents of mat r ices  
A,  G ,  H, and D are presented i n  Tables D3 through D6. 
DERIVATIONS 
Euler  Angles 
A pitch (e), ro l l  (a), yaw (rc/) system  relative  to a flat   earth is used.  This 
system is nonsingular at liftoff as would be a heading,  elevation,  roll  sys- 
tem.  
Body axis base  vectors (i, j ,  k )  are  given  relative  to  f lat   earth base vectors 
(ie, je. ke) by 
Rotation rates p, q, and r in body axes relative to 6 ,  6, 6 , and the inverse 
are given by Equations (D4) and (D5). 
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The  perturbation  equations  for 6 and $ a r e  
A6 = Ap - qoA@ 
A+ = A r  qoA@ 
which  correspond  to  rows 4 and 5 of Table   Dl .  
By use of Equation  (D3),  the  cross-course  velocity is 
j ,  = (4) (s+)u + (4) (c+/)v - (d )w 
Its  perturbation  equation  is  
A i  = u0A$ + AV - WoA@ (D8) 
This  corresponds  to  row 6 of Table   Dl .  
In deriving (D6), (D7), and (D8), the variables u and w a r e  not perturbed: 
s a o  = s q 0  = 0. 
Winds 
Laterally, the shuttle is forced by side winds vw and by rolling gusts pg. 
The side wind vw is  made up of a mean Cw and ramdom 7. The model is 
discussed  in  Appendix A .  
The mean wind appears  as a disturbance function in Tables Dl and D2. 
Numerical  values are shown  in  Figure  A5  and  column 2 of Table A2.  
The  random wind "v is generated by the  differential  equations of rows 7 and 8 
of Table Dl. Coefficients are plotted in Figures A6-All and columns 4 - 9  of 
Table A 2 .  
There  does  not  appear  to  be a rolling gust model  specifically  derived  for 
vertically rising vehicles, The rolling gust  model specified for horizontal 
flight (pp. 48-53 of ref.  13 wil l  be adapted. This model is 
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Values for the scale length L and gust intensity u have to be chosen. 
These are taken as P  P 
L = 1750 feet 
P 
a = uv  
P 
These  choices are motivated, reference 13; uv i s  plotted i n  Figure A2 and 
tabulated in  Table A2. 
A state  representation  for  Equation (D9)  is  given  by 
This  corresponds  to  row 13 of Table D l .  
Distributing  the Wind Gust  Loads 
The  side  force  due  to  winds on the  vehicle is the  integrated  sum of the  local 
body and fin pressure developed by side gusts (vw). Analogous statements 
prevail  for  the  yawing  and  rolling  moments  due  to  side  gusts  and  for  the 
rolling  moment  developed by the  rolling wind (p ). 
These  are   a l l   d is t r ibuted  forces   for  which it is desirable  (mandatory  in  the 
present context) to find a lumped parameter representation. Lumped param- 
eter   approximations  for   the  s ide  gusts   are   discussed first. Then  the  rolling 
gust  approximation  is  presented. 
g 
The  side  force  and  yawing  moment  coefficients  due  to  side  gusts are taken  to 
be 
= % 
- V "31X1 + p32x2 + '33x3' 
18 1 
I 
I .  
where xl, x2, and x3 are  sys tem s ta tes  dr iven  by the wind vw. F o r  con- 
stant winds x1 = x2 = x3 = vw. Rows 7, 8, and 9 of Table Dl show this and 
how the  xis  are  drlven  by  the wind vw. The  pi js   are   constants   to  be 
determined. 
The  s tep  responses  of XI, x2, and x3 (called f l ,  f2, and f3) for a sharp- 
edged side gust vw are 
-2 .3  x 
T 
L 
f,CxI = I - e S 
-2 .3  x 
-2.3 x 
LS 
f2[xl = 1 - e LS x - 1 . 1 6 5 s i n E   x }  
LS 
fg  [ X I  = 1 - e 
Ls = 228.5 
The  most   gross   resul t  of slender body theory (refs. 22 o r  23) give the step 
responses  for  gust  penetration as 
X 
X 
where d[ x] is the  "slender body maximum"  projected  side  dimension. 
If the  theory w a s  correct,  Equations (D16) and (D17) would yield  the  same 
resu l t s  as the wind tunnel  (Figures  Dl0  and  D11).  The  slender  body  depth 
is plotted in  Figure D l  ( f rom  Figure 1 ), the   s lender  body a r e a  in  Figure D2. 
The  slender body a r e a  is assumed  to  vary  l inearly  between 0 < x <  120  and 
190 x <  22  8. 5. It is assumed constant for 120 < x < 190. With 
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[ K 5  
2900 for   190< x <  228.5 
both C and C, Figure  D3 computed from Equations (D16) and (D17) agree  
with Figure Dl0 and D l 2  for M = 1. 5 (maximum i). The amount of finagling 
is not large;  the  vertical   f ins  are  less  effective  than  the  theory  estimates.  
The  pi .s   are  to  be  determined  to  provide a least-squared fit of C [x] and 
C 1x1  from  the  solution YP 
YP P 
'Pcm 
%., = c . .   fo r  i = 1 , 3  
1J 1J 
p.. = k . p . .  for i = 1, 3 
1J  1  1J 
- Ls LS Ls 







B = [ f l f 2  dx fi2 d x  f2 fg  dx 
0 0 0 
I Ls LS =S 
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x =. 107.68  (@ imax) cm 
The least-squared fit for the Fs is obtained by Equation (D19). These are 
adjusted by Equation (D20) to enforce the correct steady state. The ps provide 
the correct steady-state side force and yawing for all flight conditions. Good 
accuracy  should  be  obtained  dynamically  in  the  critical  maximum  dynamic 
pressure fl ight range. For the purpose intended, the representation should 
be  reasonably good over  the  whole  flight  regime.  To  do  better would requi re  
aerodynamic  estimates  appropriate  to  each  f l ight  regime,  an  increase in  the 
number of basis  functions (fi), and  calculation of t ime-varying ps; straight- 
forward  in  principle  but not warranted at this  t ime. 
Fo r  a constant  side  gust  vwJ  the  rolling  moment  coefficient is 
F o r  a sharp-edged  side  gust it is   assumed  that  
1 84 
for  0 < x <  95.0 
c, [XI = 
where 
r. c. = 133. 5 
% is generated  primarily by the  wing  which  starts  at x = 95  and  extends  to x = 22 8. 5. The  quadratic  variation  for 95 < x < 228. 5 is motivated by the 
resu l t s  of slender-body  theory. a t  M = 1. 5 i s  -0. 055  (Figure D6). 
The ~ 2 j s  a r e  obtained  by  use of Equations  (D19)  through (D21) (with a nota- 
tional  adjustment)  and (D22).  
c% 
Treatment  of the  rolling  gusts is analogous to, but simpler than, those for 
the  side  gusts.  
The rolling gust ( p  ) drives  x through the equation shown in row 10 of 
Table D l .  T i m e   t 8  90 percen?  is  taken as the   t ime  to   t raverse   the  wing  root 
chord. x4 distributes" p over  the  wing  chord.  Steady-state  values of x4. 
and p a re  the  same .  x dgives the equations of motion in the same way as 
the   gkmet r i c   ro l l   r a t e   t p ) .  
Thrust   Vectoring 
T h e r e   a r e  a number of alternatives  available  in  selecting  the  manner in which 
rol l  and yaw torques are obtained from gimbaling of the rocket engines. The 
one  selected  here  has  merit   for  this  particular  vehicle.  
The  gimbaling  scheme  selected: 
0 Yields pure roll torques (no yawing moments) about the 
velocity  vector  due  to  roll  commands 
0 Yields pure yaw torques (no roll torques) about the 
velocity  vector  due  to  yaw  commands 
For  roll   commands,  the  sidewise  motion of most  of the  engines is twice  the 
vertical  motion  (to  conserve  pitch  power). 
For yaw  commands,  the  maximum  yawing  moment  used  from  thrust  vectoring 
is less  than  that  available,  in  order  to  obtain  yawing  moments  without  rolling 
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moments. This is not a loss.  The result ing (Nar./NoI >> 1 (yawing moment 
due  yaw  vectoring  divided  yawing  moment  due  to  sldeslip is much  greater  than 
one, as it must be). This open-loop compensation should give better control 
than can be attained with closed-loop control alone. Most importantly, it wil l  
permit a comparison  between  the  results  to  be  attained  from  these  equations 
and  those  obtained  from  those of Appendix B. 
There  may  be  concern  that   the  scheme  selected wi l l  generate  large  payload 
losses .  This  is not the case. For maximum propulsive efficiency, the thrust 
vector should be aligned along the velocity vector. If it is not, there  is a 
thrust   loss   (TL) 
(TL)  = T(1-cos 6) = T-  2 
6L 
The  fuel  for  control (FC)  
T X  
It 
where 
Isp is the  specific  impulse  (taken  equal  to 450 lb  thrust/fuel/sec).   The 
analog  results of Section I11 show  that  the gimb a1 angles  approaching  0.1  radian 
a r e  obtained over less than 20  seconds of flight. That is, 
This  is booster  fuel.  Using  the  1/6  rule of thumb,  this  implies a lo s s  in pay- 
load of less  than  225  lb  for  control. 
Derivation of the equations is now presented.  Forces  and  moments  for a 
single engine are determined first. Coupling of the engines is then presented. 
An engine with thrust Ti is mounted at (x,y, z)  in aircraft  coordinates.  The 
Gominal thrust  is in  the  positive x direction  (directed  along  the  unit  vector, 
i 1). Engine gimbals are provided along the y and z axes; positive rotations 
about the gimbal axes are $ and 6, (radians).  The ordering of gimbal 
rotations is 6 and 6,. Y 
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Unit vectors i l ,  j , ,  and k l  a r e  aligned along the body axes, x, y, and z. Unit 
vectors  i2, j,, and k2 are  oriented  with  respect  to  the  rocket  nozzle after the 
rotation 6 . Unit vectors ig, j,, and kg are  oriented with respect to  the 
rocket nozzle after rotations 6 and 6,. Y 
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The  moment  is 
";I M x 
Ti 
Y 
The perturbation and moment equations are (for s6, = 0; c6, = 1) 
0 0 
A F  T i i l  [- ~6~~ (A6y) Thrust  1 
n 
+ Tijl  [As,] Side  force 
+ T i i l  [- ( ~ 6 ~ ~  1 (A6yo)] Heave 
- z ( s b y 0 )  (A6y) + X ( C ~ ~ ~ )  ( A 6  ) Pitching  moment 
+ y(s6 ) (Ag,) Yawing  moment 
Y I J YO 
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II I 
These  are   approximated  to  
AY = T i  A6, Side  force 
A L  = T i  C-y(A6 ) - z(A6 11 Rolling  moment 
AN = Ti  [x(A6,)]  Yawing moment 
Y Z 
The  gimbals  are  to  be  driven  to  obtain:  
0 Yawing moment without rolling moment about the velocity 
vector  due  to  yaw  control 
0 Rolling moment without yawing moment about the velocity 
vector  due  to  roll  control 
0 The maximum yawing moment per gimbal deflection due to 
yaw  commands 
0 The maximum rolling moment per gimbal deflection due to 
roll   commands 
The  f irst   two of the  above  are  obtained by enforcing 
L = -(tan CY) N 
N = (tan a) L 
'r  'r 
6P 6P 
where 6, and 6 a r e  t h e  yaw and roll commands. 
Obtaining  the  latter  two  objectives is illustrated by example. 
Figure 1 shows the vehicle; Figure B3 the engine numbering system. The 
x-axis is taken midway between the bottom two rows of engines.  The  engines 
are taken as being 8 feet on centers.   Table C7 presents  the  posit ions of the 
center  of mass in "manufacturing shop" coordinates. A t  10 sec xc - 93. 4 6  ft, 
y = 0 (by  assumption),  and  zc = 8.08  feet.  The x gimbal   posleons  are  
a m a k e n  as 194 feet. For t h e   l g s e c  flight condition the gimbal positions in 
fl ight coordinates are presented in Table D7. Engine numbers are identified 
in  Figure B3. Figure  B7  and  Table  C7  show  the  angle of attack is -0. 6 degree 
so that  tan CY = -0. 0105. 
P 
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Roll commands are considered first. From Equations (D25) and (D26) the 
perturbation  rolling  and  yawing  moments  for  roll  commands  are 
13 a h i  
N6 = T i x i  ag 
P i = l  P 
It is assumed 





+z for  i = 1 , 2 ,  6, 7, 11 
- = 1 0 for i = 3, 8,12 
" 
2 
for  i = 4, 5,9,10,13 
a 6 Z i  
Hence, - have to be determined to minimize L subject t o  
a6 
P 6P 
N = -0.0105 L 
6P 6P 
Some  fussing  yields  the  solution of Table D9. 








13 a 6Z 
N6 = 1 Tixi 
r i= 1 r 
where it is now assumed 
Ti = T.  fo r  all i and j 
J 
a ' z  




Hence,  have to be  determined t o   m i n i m i z e  N subject to 
r 6r 




A little more fussing yields  the  solution of Table D9. 
from  Tables D8 and D9 were  interpolated  and are presented at  5-second 
intervals   in   Table  D 10. These  quantit ies are used in coefficients a 
a 1, 14, and a2, 15' 1, 15' a2, 14' 
Side  forces  are also required. Equation (D24) shows they result from gimbal 
deflections 6z. For yaw control 
y6 a 6z 
a 6r 











for 148 < t < 170 
At 10 seconds,  Table D9 yields 
y6 r "- 
T - 13 (10 + 3 0. 294) = 0.834 
Y 
tabulated for use  in  Table D10. The  latter is so small it will be negyected 
in the  analyses;  it is presented  here   for   completeness .  
6P 
is obtained in a similar manner   f rom  Table  D8. Y & / T  and Yg / T  are 
Body  Dynamics 
The  equations of motion are 
The  gravity  contribution  in  Equation  (D45) is obtained from Equation  (D3). 
The  corresponding  perturbation  equations of motion are: 
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I 
The  per turba t ion   ro l l ing   moment   AL is taken as  made  up  from  two  contri-  
butions from aerodynamics  and  thrust   vector ing forces: 
A L  = AL1+  AL2  (D49) 
where  
r 
A L l = t S b   m C G p A p + - C  b 2 v  b Gr A r + C &   A P + C   6 a + - C  b x 
P %a 2v 4 4  4 P 
+ 3L V c’21x1 + ‘22x2 + ’23x31} 
L6  L6 
AL2 = T (+)Asp+ T ($1 A6r 
T h e  first four terms of Equation  (D50) are the  usual  aerodynamic force 
te rms;   the  last four are associated  with  gust  penetration  which  was  discus- 
sed  previously  under  Distributing  the Wind Loads. 
The   th rus t   vec tor ing  terms appear in Equation (D51). Their derivation was 
discussed  under  Thrust   Vectoring. 
Equations (D36), (D49), and (D51) correspond to row 1 of T a b l e   D l .  
The  perturbation  roll ing  moment AN is made  up of three  contributions: 




AN2 = T(+) A 6 p + T ( + )  A6r 
AN3 = { (&+ 15)2 d 32. 17 d t  (D55) 
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Equations  (D53 
Equation  (D55) 
ref. D5). 
) and  (DM) are in direct  correspondence  with  (D50)  and  (D51). 
is the mass rate damping term (from  Equation 7. 8-2 of 
Equations (D47), (D52), (D53), (D54), and (D55) correspond to row 2 of 
Table   Dl .  
The  perturbation  side  force AY is taken as made  up of two  contributions: 
A Y  = AY1+ AY2 (D56) 
where 
Equations (D48), (D56), (D57), and (D58) correspond to r o w  3 of Table   Dl .  
A ctuator  Dynam LC s 
Appendix B uses  second-order  actuator  dynamics for both  the  gimbals: 
ij’ = -2 (0. 396) (31. 6)b  - (31. 6126 
and for the  aileron 
ij’ = -2(0.5)(10)6a - (10) 2 6a a 
First-order  approximations to each  of these  are used  here  
6 = -31. 66r  + 31.6 p1 r 
6P 
= -31.66 + 31.6 u2 
P 
6a = -10. 0oa + 10.0 u3 
These   cor respond to rows  14 through 16 of Table   Dl .  
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Bendinn  Moments 
The  bending  moments at stations  660  and  1800 are given  by  (page  15 of ref. 25) 
as  
where  the  numerical   values  for the  maximum  dynamic  pressure  condition are 
listed  in  Appe5dix B. T h e  same assumption  used  in  Appendix B is used 
to estimate Mps for all flight  conditions.  The  assumption  on  the M i  s used 
h e r e  is comparable to that in Appendix B; it differs  slightly  due  to  the  dif- 
ferences  in  thrust 'vectoring. 
For the M 's Appendix B as sumes  P 
= P  
7.86 x 10 
2. 6 3  x 10 
It is the  gimbaling  about  the  z-axis  gimbals  that  yields  the  side-bending mo; 
ments. For the  gimbaling  selected  here  the  rockets are not all fully slewed 
in yaw. They are  deficient by the amount Ygr (column 6 of Table D10). Hence, 
consistency  with  Appendix B requ i r e s  
M i  = ( Y s  / T  M i  
r I 
For gust penetration the winds are assumed filtered by xl. Thus, 
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Similarly for M2. These  equations  correspond to rows  7 and 9 of Table  D2. 
The term $3 is used a s  an  indicator of aerodynamic  loading. It is most  
commonly  employed  in  preliminary  design  where  gust  penetration is neg- 
lected. Since gust penetration is included here, an equivalent $ is defined 
to be 
- 
iP = V cv + PS1X1 + P32x2 + P33x33 
This  is row 13 of Table D2. 
Pilot 's  Lateraal Acceleration 
The lateral accelerationfelt  by  the  pilot is [from Equation  (D45)l  approxi- 
mately 
Its  perturbation  [using  Equations  (D56)  through  (D58)l is 
When r o w s  2 and 1 of Tab le   D l  are used to obtain A& and A b ,  the result is 
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Table D3. Numerical A Matrix (Continued) 
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Table D7. Ten-Second Gimbal  Positions 
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Table D8. Roll Gimbaling 
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Table D9. Yaw Gimbaling 
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Table D10. Rocket  Gains 
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Table D12. Drift ( u ~ ~ ~ )  Covariance Results (Continued) 
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Table D12, Dr i f t  ( u ~ ~ ~ )  Covaraiance Results (Concluded) 
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Table D13. Accelerometer Load Relief ( u ~ ~ ~ )  Covariance Results 
(Continued) 
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Table D15. Heading  (u2  Including  Rolling  Gust  Covariance  Results 
(Continued) 
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(Continued) 
uith A t  = 0. 04) Covariance  Results 
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L A T E U L  EQUATIONS AND DATA FOR NORTH  AMERICAN  130G. 
This appendix  presents  the  vehicle  equations  and  data  used  in  Section VII. 
VECTOR REPRESENTATION 
A three-view of the  airplane is presented as Figure 70. All   data  except  for 
the  rudder  aerodynamics  and  actuator  dynamics are taken  from  ref. 27. 
Honeywell  obtained  the  missing  data  from  North  American. 
The state equations are presented  in T.able E2, and  the  numerical   data  for 
them are presented in Table El.  The F C  (flight conditions) referred to cor- 
respond to those  being  used by Honeywell  Aerospace  in  the  Phase B shuttle 
program. Table E3 identifies the flight conditions used. 
DISCUSSION 
The  weights,  inertias,  and  centers of gravity  used  (Table  E3)  were  obtained 
from  North  American. 
Stability  derivatives  except for rudder  were  obtained from Figures  E l  
through E l l .  The signs of the  derivatives for aileron 6, (differential tail 
deflection)  and  spoilers are reversed  in  going to Tables E l  and  E4 to con- 
form  to  conventional NASA practice. It is noted  that  both  the  ailerons  and 
spoilers yield proverse yaw. The spoiler data were resolved from stability 
axes as presented  in  Figures  E10  and E l l  to body axes  in  Table  E4.  Table 
E4 also assumes a spoiler  gearing  has  been  provided to yield  the  linear 
effectiveness  between 0 and V / 2  radians. 
The  generic form of the state perturbation  equations of Table  E2 is: 
i = p + (tan eO)r 
2 54 
where 
Ta l   a2 . + T  .. 
6a - - - 1 1 
T a l  a 2  
T 6a - Tal  'a2 6a + Tal  'a2 u1 
.. Trl + Tr7 
6r - - - T r  T 
1 r 2  
1 1 
6r - T 6r + 
T'l r 2  Trl r 2  
T u2 
I = I 1  - xx yy lxz 
The time constants (Ta Trl, Ta and Tr2)  for the aileron and rudder 
servo and actuator   are  yaken a s  0.%30 second. The spoiler time constant 
is taken a s  0. 15 second. 
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Table E l .  State  Data  (Continued) 
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Table E3. Flight Data 
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APPENDIX F 
LATERAL EQUATIONS AND DATA FOR 
NORTH AMERICAN 134D 
This  appendix  presents  the  equations  and  data  used  to  generate  the  results of Sec- 
tion VIII. The nomenclature, representations, and derivations are  presented 
belaw. 
NOMENCLATURE 
A = Matrix  [Equation (Fl)] 
ALx] = Slender  body area [Equations  (F19)  and  (F20)] 
B = Matrix  [Equation ( F 2 2 ) ]  
CL = 0.345 = w 
f t2  
1 / r a d  
1 / r a d  
1 / r a d  
1 / r a d  
1 / r a d  
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I I 
I "P P P cm mrp t 
x - x  
c = 5 7 . 3  + (sa) + (CQ) Fn + b yP 
- a Sn 
'nP = ap ( F i g u r e   F 6 )  
- a en 
6a a 'a 'n - 
- -  ( F i g u r e   F 7 )  
- a F n  
6 r  
a 6, C" "
- ( F i g u r e  F8) 
1 / r ad  
1 / r a d  
1 / r a d  
1 /rad 
1 / rad 
c = 57.3 F 
- a F  
yP yP 
C = (Figure  6)
yP 
1 / r a d  
aF  
C = (Figure  8)
- 
Y6r a 6r  
D = Matrix  [Equation ( F 2 ) ]  
Eo = 2.  5/ 57. 3 (Elevation  angle) 
G = Matrix  [Equation (Fl)] 
H = Matrix  [Equation (F2)]  
H = Heading  angle  (rotation  sequence H, E, r$) 
2 
I = IXXIZZ - IXZ 
IXX 
I X Z  
IZZ 
= 2.  75 * 10 (Inertia about x axes)  
= -0. 006 106 (Product of inertia) 
= 14. 394 - 10 (Inertia about z axis) 
6 
6 
L = Rolling  moment 
L = 172 (Slender  body  length) 
Lv = 1220  (Side  gust  scale of turbulence) 
Lw = 600 (Vertical  gust scale of turbulence) 
N = Yawing  moment 
S = 6084 (Reference  area) 
T, = 1 / 6  (Aileron  actuator  time  constant) 
rad  
rad 
slug2 / f t4  
slug/ ft2 
slug/ f t2  
slug/ ft2 
f t /  lb 
f t  
f t  
ft 
f t /  lb 
f t2  
s e c  
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Tr  = 1/ 6 (Rudder  actuator  time  constant) 
V = 291 (Airspeed) 
W = 212, 740 (Weight) 
Y = Side  force 
ai = Element of A matr ix  
j 
sec  
ft /   sec 
lb 
lb 
a31 = w 
a32 = -uo 
0 
= g g c  
a33 w v yp 
a34 = g cos Eo 
a37 = a33p31 
a38 = a33p32 
a39 = a33'33 




a52 - cos E 
a63 = 1 . 0  
a7, 11 
= + 2 . 3  E 
V = + 7 2 . 2  - L a8,  11 
v ag8 = +7.04 
V 
ag9 = + 1 5 . 7 6  L 
V 
a9a  11 
= -22 .  a 
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V a 10,13 = 2.3 - r. c. 
al 1 , 1 2  = 1 . 0  
2 
a12, 11 =-(e) 
a12, 12  [e) = -2 
a - n v  13,13 " 7 6  
a15,  15 - -g15,2 
- 
b = 118.5 Span 
c = Cosine 
cm = Center of mass   (subscr ipt)  
d[x] = Slender body diameter  [Equation (F21)I 
dij  = Element of D matrix 
ft 
f t  
d l O ,  2 - g15, 2 
- 
'12,l = hll, 14g14, 1 
e = Earth  (subscript)  
f = Equation ( F 2 )  
f = Equation (Fl)  
f i  = Step response of xi [ i  = 1, 2,  3; Equations ( F 1 6 )  through (FIB) ft /sec 
H 
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g = 32.17  (Gravity) 
gij = Element of G matr ix  
1 
g14, 1 Ta 
- - -  
1 
g15,2 - Tr  
"
h = 600 (Altitude) 
hij = Element of H matr ix  
h14 = 1.0  
hal = a  41 
h22 - a42 
- 
h24 - a44 
h35 = 1.0  
h42 = a52 
h44 = a 54 
h56 = 1.0  






. .. , ." , . . . -. " . " "" 
h64 - a64 
h65 = a65 
h7, 14 
h8, 14 = -g14, 1 
h9, 15 
h l O ,  15 - g1 5,2 
- 
= 1 .0  
= 1 .0  
" 
h l l ,  1 
hll,  2 
= + ~ a   - z a  p 2 1  p 11 
= +xpa22 - zpa12 
hll, 3 = a33 + Xpa23 - 'pa13 
hll, 4 
h11,7 3 7  = a + xpa27 - zpa17 
hll,  8 = a38 p 28 - 'pa18 
hll, 9 - a39 + Xpa29 - 'pa19 
= zero  
+ x  a 
- 
h11,lO p. 2 , l O  p 1,10 = x  a - z a  
h11,14 3,14 p 2,14 p 1,14 
h11,15 3,15 p 2,15 p 1,15 
= a  + x  a - z a  
h12, 1 = hll ,  lall + h11,2a21 + hll, 3a31 
h11,2 - hll, l a12  + h11,2a22 + hll, 3a32 
= a  + x  a - z a  
- 
h12, 3 = hll, la13 + h11,2a23 + hll, 3a33 
h12,4 = hll, 3a34 
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h12, 7 - hll, la17 " h11,2a27 + hll, 3a37 + hll, 7a77 
h12, 8 - hll, la18 " hll, 2a28 + hll, 3a38 " H1l, 8a88 " hll, ga98 




h12,lO - hll, lal, 10 + hll, 2a2, 10 + hll, loalO, 10 
- 
- 
h12, 11 - h11,7a7, i l  " hll, 8a8, 11 i- hll, gag, 11 
h12, 13 - hll, 10alO,  13 
- 
h12, 14 - hll, lal, 14 + h11,2a2, 14 + hll, 3a3;  14 " hll ,  14a14, 14 - 
h12, 15  - hll, lal, 15 + h11,2a2 ,  15  " hll, 3a3, 15 " hll, 15a15,  15 
i, j,  k = Unit vectors  in aircraft (F igure   F3)  
ie, je, ke = Unit vectors  relative  to  f lat   earth 
- 
m r p  = Moment  reference  point  (subscript) 
o = Reference t ra jectory  (subscr ipt)  
p = Roll rate (F igure   F3)  
pg 
= Rolling wind 
q = Pitch rate (Figure  F3)  
go = 0 (Reference  pitch rate) 
ij = 100  (Dynamic  pressure) 
r = Yaw r a t e  
r = Response  vector  [Equation (F2)1 
r. c. = 90 Root chord 
s = Sine 
s = Differentiation  operator 
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r ad /   s ec  
r ad /   s ec  
r ad /   s ec  
r a d / s e c  
lb / ft2 
r a d /  sec 
f t  
s. g. = Side  gust  (subscript) 
u = 2 82 =. V ( C ~ )  
0 
v = Side  velocity  (Figure  F3) 
v = Side  gust at aircraft   nose 
w = 72. 8 = V(scr) 
x = State  vector  [Equation (Fl)] 
x = Side  gust  state  at  aircraft  nose 
x = Distance  forward of cm  (Figure F 2 )  
u 
0 .  
x = Distance  aft of nose 
x = 117  (Aft of the nose; Figure 90) cm 
X 
mrP 
= 117  (Aft  of  the  nose;  Figure 90) 
x = 58. 6 Distance pilot is forward of cm 
P 
xl, x2, x3 = Side gust distribution states 
x4 = Rolling  gust  distribution  state 
y = Lateral  displacement  relative  to  ground 
z = -7. 5 (Distance pilot is below x axis) 
P 
A = Perturbation  symbol 
@ = Roll angle 
CY = 14. 5/57.3 (Angle of attack) 
p = Sideslip  angle  (Figure  F3) 
Y = -12  157.3 (Flight  path  angle) 
6 = Aileron deflection; each (Figure F3) a 
f t /   sec  
ft/sec 
ft/ s e c  
f t /  s e c  
ft I sec2 
f t  
f t  
f t  
ft 
f t  
f t / s e c  
r a d / s e c  
ft 






6, = Rudder  deflection  (Figure  F3) 
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rad  
rll = Unity  white  noise  (drives F) 
qz = Unity white noise independent of ql   (drives p ) 
pij = Wind weights  [Equations  (F23)  and (F2 S ) ]  
g 
uv = 9. 54 (Standard  deviation of side  gusts) 
uw = 6 .  7 (Standard'  deviation of up gusts) 
- 
= Overscore  indicating  quantity is in  stability  axes 
f t /  s e c  
f t / s ec  
REPRESENTATIONS 
The  generic  forms  for  the  perturbation  state  transit ion  and  response  are 
given  by  Equations (Fl)  and (F2) .  
N 
2 = AX + Gf = Ax + G1u + G2q 
r = Hx + Df = Hx + Du (€72 1 
They  are  presented  explicitly  in  Tables F1 and F2. These  tables  and  the 
nomenclature  provide  for  generating all data. 
Evaluation of ihese  data for the  flight  condition  investigated  yields  the 
numerical   values  for  the  matrices A, G1 , G2 , H, and D listed in Tables F 2  
through F7.  Gain matr ices  are  l is ted in Tables 24 and 27. 
The  analog  simulation  for  the  plant  and  quadratic  controller  are  presented 
as Figures  F1 and F 2 .  Pot  settings  are  given  in  Tables  F8  and  F9, 
Table F10 lists the  amplifiers  used. 
DERIVATIONS 
Euler  Angles 
The,airS;raft body axes (i, j, k: Figure F3) relative to their initial position 
A A A  
ie, Jew ke over a flat  earth  are  given  by  (Equation  1-4B of ref 28). 
(cEcH)  (cEsH) 
(-sHc@+sEcHs@)  (cHc@+ EsHs@)  073) 
( sHs@+sEcHc@ ) (- cHs@+sEsHc@ ) 
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These  equations  are  for  the  Euler  rotation  sequence  heading H, elevation E, 
and roll $I. The  inverse of the  above  system is required  but  i t  wil l  not  be 
written  explicitly,  because  it  is available  by  transposing  (inverting)  the  matrix. 
For  example, : the  cross-course  velocity j ,  (in  earth 's   coordinates) is required. 
By use of Equation  (F3) 
p = ( c E s H ) ~  + (cHcQ+sESHS@)~ + (-cHs@+sEsHc@)w (F4) 
Taking perturbations in y, H, 4,  and v yields 
A i  = (uocE+W0~E)AH - w0A@ + AV (€75) 
Equation (F5)  corresponds  to rows 6 of Tables F1 and F 2 ;  the  perturbation 
symbol is dropped  in  Tables F1 and,F2. 
Evaluation of the  goodness of roll   control  requires  determination of the  excur- 
sions in heading and rol l .  Their  ra tes  are  given by (Equations 1 - 15, ref. 28). 
Taking  perturbations  yields 
1 
Wind s 
The  c lear   a i r  wind turbulence  models of the  Dryden  form  for  shuttle  in  post 
entry flight are specified on pages 48-53 of ref. 13. The  la teral   axis  is 
forced by side  gusts 
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and by rolling  gusts I 




[ 1-2  3 V 
fi OV (x- V 
- 116 
(F12)  
They  correspond  to  rows 11 through 13 of Table F1. 
Numerical values of uwJ uv, Lw, and Lv are needed. For 600-feet altitude 
these  are  
*W 
OV 
= 6 .  7 f t / s ec  
= 9. 54 f t / s e c  
Lw = 600 ft 
L = 1220 f t  
V 
OW 
is taken  directly  from  ref 
L, = h 
Lv = 145h  113 
Furthermore,  
13. For altitudes below 1750 feet 
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Distributing  the Wind Gust  Loads 
The s ide  force due  to  winds  on  the  vehicle is the  integrated  sum of the  local 
body and fin pressure developed by side gusts  (6). Analogous  statements 
prevail  for  the yawing and rolling  moments  due  to s i d e  gusts and for  the  roll-  
ing moment developed by the  rolling wind (p ). 
These  are  all distributed  forces  for  which i t  is desirable  (mandatory  in  the 
present content) to find a lumped parameter representation. Lumped param- 
eter  approximations  for  the s i d e  gusts   are   discussed  f i rs t .   Then  the  rol l ing 
gust  approximation is presented. 
g 
The  side  force and  yawing  moment  coefficients  due  to  side  gusts  are  taken 
to  be 
r* 
L 
c -  - . YB 
ys g 
V E '3lX1 + p32x2 + 1*33x33 
where x x2, and x are  system states  dr iven by the wind G. For constant 
winds x:'= x2 = x3 =3?. Rcws 7, 8, and '9 of Table F1 show this and how the 
xi 's   are  driven by the wind v. The p. .Is are  constants  to  be  determined. 
1J 
The step rzsponses of xl ,  x and x3 (called f l ,  f a ,  and f3) for a sharpedged 
side gust v a r e  2' 
2 . 3  x 
"
f l  [x] = 1 - e LS 
f 2  [XI l - e  
" 
2.3 
L X  




f 3  [x] = 1 - e [cos - x + 3.985  sin - x ] 2rr 2rr 
LS LS 
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The most gross resul t  of slender body theory (ref. 22 o r  23). gives  the  step 
responses  for gust penetration as 
X 
Atx] is taken as  
A[x) = ( d h l )  
2 ( F 2  1) 
where d[x] is the  "~Zender body  maximum''  projected  side  dimension. 
Step  responses  for c C x ] J  Cn [XI, and Cn [x] are  presented  in  Figure 
F9. yP PO Pcm 
The p. . 's are  determined  to  provide a least  squared  fit of C [x] and 
'n 
4 
[x] from the  solution of y P  
Pcm 
- 1 
k i -  3 for i = 1, 3 
c Pij 




'I 1 1 1 
c =  i 
j 
The k. ' s  may  be  considered as scale  factors  that  enforce  agreement  between 
dsta  skts for  steady  winds. 
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For a constant  side  gust (y), the  rolling  moment  coefficient is 
u 
For a sharp-edged  side  gust  it is assumed  that 
0 for 0 5 x / L  s 0.6 
2 (F26)  
(o*{-x/L) . 1  for 0 .6  s x / L  s 1 
C is generated primarily by the wing which s t a r t s   a t   x / L  = 0 .6  and extends 
to x / L  = 1. 0. The  quadratic  variation  for 0. 6 s x / L  s 1. 0 is motivated by 
slender body theory. 
The P ~ ~ , ~  a r e  obtained by use of Equations (F22 through (F24)  (with a nota- 
tional  adjustment) and (F26) .  
Treatment of the  rolling  gusts is analogous  to,  but  simpler  than,  those  for 
the  side  gusts. 
The  rolling  gust ( p  ) drives x4 through the equation shown in row 10 of 
Table F1. Time to 90 percent is taken as the time to traverse the wing 
root chord. x4 "distributes" p over the wing chord. Steady-state values 
of x4 and p are  the  same. x4 gdrives the equation of motion in the same 
manner  as  fhe  geometric p. 
$P 
g 
Dynamic  Equations 
The  equations of motion a r e  
i. = Y + gcEs$ - u r  + wp W 
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. , , , . . . . . .. .. , , . . . . -. . - _..  . ... 
The  corresponding  perturbation  equations  are 
Aerodynamic  forces  are  given  by 




Substituting  Equations  (F36)  through  (F38)  into  Equations  (F30)  through  (F32 
P 
c 
" Ixz [cnp(B1~xl + ' 1 2 ~ 2  + '13x3) + Z 'n .4]\ b 
P 
r 1 
+ j,,.,, + IxzCn 
6 r   6 r  i 6r (F39) 
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xx nr xz X., I c + I c - IxxIxzqo + Ixz (Iyy - I Z Z h O  
A+ = + w  A - u  A r + -  
O P  0 gqs C Av + g(cE) A@ vw yP 
Equations (F39).through (F41) correspond to rows 1 - 3 of Table F1. 
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Control  Surface  Dyamics 
Tail-wags-dog  and  dog-wags-tail  dynamics are  neglected. 
Servo  dynamics  are  also  neglected.  Actuator  dynamics  are  taken as 6 rad /sec .  
For  ai leron  actuation 
1 6a = - -  Ra + - l u  
Ta  Ta 
Equation (F42)  corresponds to row 14 of Table F 2 .  With an obvious notation 
change  it  also  corresponds  to  row 15. 
Pilot 's   Lateral   Acceleration 
The  lateral   acceleration  at   the  pilot 's   station is approximated by 
a = b + u r  - wp + x > - zpp - g(CE(s@) 
Y P (€74 3)  
The  perturbation  equation is 
Aa = Ab + uoAr - woAp + x Ab - zpAp - g(CEo)(C@ )A@ 
Y P 0 (F44)  
Row 11 of Table F 2  is the equivalent of Equation (F44).  The A t  of Equation 
(F44) is obtained from row 3 of Table F1. Similarly, i r  and Ap a r e  obtained 
from  rows 2 and 1 of Table  F1. 
AH is obtained from differentiation of row 11 of Table F1. 
Y 
Resolution  From  Stability  to Body Axes 
The  aerodynamic  data of Fi ures  F4  through F 9  a r e  given  in  stability  axes 
(which here are the "barred axes). The equations of motion are in body 
(unbarred)  axes.   From  the  sketch on the following page 
$1 
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{} = [:: -11 { :} 
Also  from  the  previous  sketch 
Therefore, 




with  the  particular  implication 
n -  
Lr 
= (CCY)‘ L; + (SCYCCY) (E- - 3;) - (Sa) 2 -  Np 
P 
etc. ,  as listed  in  the  nomenclature. 
(F4 5 1 
(F47) 
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Table F1. State  Equations 
P r v 0 H y . x 1  x2 x3  x4 V x pg . 6a br 
a l l  a12 a13 0 
0 0 a17 ala  19 al ,10 0 
0 o a1,14 a1,15 
1 
’21 a22 a23 
a27 a28  a29  a2,10 ’2.14 aZ.15 
a31 a32  a33 a34 0 0 a37 a38 a39 0 0 0 0 a3,14a3, 1: 
a 4 1 a 4 2  0 a44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 a52 0 a 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 a 6 3 a 6 4 a 6 5  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 O a 7 ? 0  0 O a  0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . aS8 aS9 0 a 8 , , ,  0 0 0 0 
’ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 age ag9 0 ag,ll  0 0 0 0 
7.u 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0’ 0 0 30,10 0 0 30,* 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o ” 1 , 1 2 0  0 0 
‘ 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 k U k D  0 0 0  
o o o o o o o o o o o o o ~ , 1 4  0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ , ~  
I 
~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O % , * O  0 
- 







0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 .  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
g11,3 
%2,3 
O O O %3,4 
‘14,l 
g15,2 ~ 
T a b l e  F2. Response Equations 
a 
Y 
P P V 8 H Y ~ 1 x 2  X3  X4 V 
- 
x pg 6a 6r  - 
O O O h 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
O O O O h 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
O h 4 2 0 h 4 4 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
O O O O O h 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 h 6 3 h 6 4 h 6 5  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
h21 h22 h24 
o o o o o o o o o o o o o ~ , M o  
- o o o o o o o o o o o o ~ 1 4 0  
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o ~ , 1 5  
O O O O O O O O O O O O O O h 9 , 1 5  
h U , l  h l l , Z  h11,3  h11,4 hl l ,7  h 4 8  %,9 %,IO %.,I4 %,I5 

















I b a  
1 L b r  
+ 
5 u2 - 
0 0  
0 0  
0 0  
0 0  
0 0  
0 0  
O : [j 
0 0  
O 90.2 
d l z ,  1 d12,2 
0 0  
- - 
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~ 0 0 0 0 0 E  00 
Table F4. G1 Matrix Table F5. G2 Matrix 
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Table F6. H Matrix 
Y 
000003E 00 *00000E 00 *00OOOE 06 -30000E 00 *OO3OOE O b  *OOOOOE 00 
e00009E 00 
r00003E 00 *lOOOOE 01 *00000E 06 .0OOobE 00 -0OOOOE 00 *00000E 00 
*00009E 00 
at8393E  03 a00000E 00 -00000E 06 *00000E 06 *OOOOOE 05 .OO?lOOE O b  
-00000E 00 
rW003E 00 *00000E 00 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 E  06 .30000E 00 030300E 05 .OObOOE OC 
*OOJOJE 00 
e00003E 00 .00000E 00 *00000E 00 *00000E 00 .OOOOOE 03 *OOOOOE 00 
*3000DE 00 
000303E 00 *00300E 00 *00000E 00 o0OOOOE Ob *SOO30E 03 *00000E 00 
-1930JE  01 
-00003E 00 !OOOOOE 30 .00000E 06 -30000E 06 *OO300E 03 *@0300E OC 
- *63003E 01 
Table F?. D Matrix 
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43 (1000. r) 








51 +IOOO. Q 
52 -1000. r$ 
53 - lo .v  
1 
2 






60 +io. v 
61 +1000. r 
62 -1000. p 
63 +200. ka 






70 +IOOO. p 
71 +50O.Pg 











- 1000,p = - { (  l)(+lOOO.p)] 
+ 1000.r = - J { (-a~~)(l~(+looo.p) Q69 + (a~~)(l)(+looo.r) Q61 + ( +loo. @;3](l)(-lo.v) a 
+ (5z;;7)<10)(+2.xJ + ( +500. QF;7 a28 ):l)(-2.x2) + ( 6 0 .  Q 7 ~ ) ( 1 0 ) ( - 2 . x 3 )  a 
Figure Fl.. Analog of Plant 
3 00 
- 1 0 , v  = - { ( l ) ( + l O . V ) ]  
+ 19.700.H = - [ {(l)(-lOOO.r)]dt 
- 1 ; )QO.H = - {(1)(+1000.H)] 
- L , y  = - I (  1 ) ( + 4 . Y )  3 
F igure  F1. Analog of P l a n t  (Continued) 
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- lo.x = - {(l)(+lO.X)] 
+ 2.x1 = - {(-*~~~)(10)(+2.x1) + (+*'~~~')(10)(-2.3} dt 
- 2.x 1 = - {(1)(+2.x1)3 
+ 2.x = - { [ Q26 )(102.3)(+2.x2] + ( Q25 )(100)(+2.x3) -. 00978a88 -. 01ag9 2 
- 20x 2 = - {(1)(+2.X2)] 
+* O5 a98 .01032a 
+ 3 = - J {( Q1-5 )(20)(-2..~) + ( qo6 99)(96.T)o 
- 2.x3 = - {(1)(+2.x3)3 
~ 2 6  








SW 42  
+loo - 1 0 0  
a15,  15 
br 
L 
"2Q - A  
" 
u 2 c  - R 
+200 da 
+200 ar 











1 +5 r 2  - 
GJ- NM2 0.500 
-5 9 
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Figure F2.  Analog of Quadratic Controller 
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Figure F9. Side Gust Penetration 
APPENDIX G 
HIGH-ALTITUDE  ABORT  SIMULATION 
This  appendix  discusses  the  simulation  used  to  generate  the  high-altitude 
abort   results of Section V. 
The  basis  for  the  simulation is a 6-degree-of-freedom ( 6  DOF)  hybrid  simu- 
lation developed at Honeywell for performing entry simulations. This simu- 
lation  includes  data  for  the  North  American  Rockwell ( N R )  134D delta  wing 
orbiter. The equations of motion are  presented in Table G1. It is capable 
of simulating  entry  from  orbiter  to final approach,  including  navigation, 
guidance, and control. Closed-loop guidance was  not used in this study. 
The  high-altitude  abort  investigation of Section V required  modifications  to 
the entry simulation. Table G2 presents the thrust vectoring forces and 
control equations added to the basic entry simulation. This includes pro- 
visions for variable mass, center of gravity, inertias, and the effects of 
offset  between  the  center of mass  and  the  aerodynamic  moment  reference 
center. 
The thrust vector control system (TVC) is presented in Figure 56. Fig- 
ure  60 gives power levels (PL), angle-of-attack commands (cyc), and bank 
angle  commands ( Q C )  intended  to  duplicate  the  point  mass  trajectory  obtained 
from NR,  This abort trajectory initiated at 226 ,  987 feet, at a velocity of 
10,308 fps, with +6 deg of flight path angle. The commands are presented 
in  Table G3 and a re   s to red  in the  modified  entry  simulation. 
Figure  G1  shows  the  simulated  mass  properties  variations with vehicle 
weight. The table at the top of the figure permits comparison with the 
source  data. A l l  of the tests began at the 650,000 pounds gross weight used 
by NR in generating the abort trajectory. The mass properties, as generated, 
a r e  open to  argument,  since  the  cgls  and  inertias  associated with 760, 000 
pounds gross weight were used at 650,000 pounds. This is an error, but the 
consequences  are  considered  minor;  they  should not influence the conclusions 
of this  report .  
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Table G1. Equations of Motion 
BODY AXES  LINEAR  ACCELERATIONS 
a X = (Fx -k F x E ) / m  
a = (F + F  ) / m  
a Z = (FZ + F z E ) / m  
Y Y Y E  
~~ ~ 
BODY AXES EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
U = a - (WQ - V R )  + Ellgx + E  g + E13gZ 
V = a - ( U R  - W P )  + E21gx + E  g + E23gZ 
W = a - ( V P  - UQ) + E31gx + E g + E33gZ 
X 12 Y 
Y 2 2  Y 
Z 32 Y 
P I x  = L + L E  + Ixz C R  + PQ] + QR [Iy  - IZI 
Q I y  = M + M E  + Ixz [R2  - P2] + R P I I Z  - Ix] 
R I Z  = N + N E + Ixz C P  - QR] + PQCI, - Iy] 
EULER PARAMETERS 
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Table G1. Equat ions  of Motion (Continued)  
DIRECTION  COSINES  BETWEEN  INERTIAL  AND  BODY  AXES 
2 2 3   1 4  = 2 ( w  w - w   w )  
3 2 4  = 2(w w - w1w3) 
E2 1 = 2 ( w  w - w   w )  2 3   1 4  
2 2 2  2 E22 = w1 - w2 + w3 - w4 
E2 3 = 2 ( w  3 4  w + u1w2) 
EQ1 = 2(w w + W 1 ~ 3 )  2 4  
E32 3 4   1 2  
E33 = w12 - w2 - w3 2 + w4 2 
= 2 ( w  w - w w )  
RELATION BETWEEN INERTIAL (X,  +, Z )  AND 
BODY VELOCITIES (U, V, W )  
1 
3 
GRAVITY  COMPONENTS  IN  AN  INERTIAL  FRAME 
2 2  2 112 r = ( X  + Y  + Z )  
g' = g r I r  2 2  
0 0  
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Table G1.  Equations of Motion (Continued) 
VEHICLE  VELOCITY I N  A LOCAL  VERTICAL  REFERENCE  FRAME 
= 
.z e 
SinLCosB - S inLS  inB - C O S L  
S inB CosB 0 
CosLCosB  -CosLSinB  SinL - Z 
ALTITUDE RATE, HEADING, A N D  FLIGHT PATH ANGLE 
h = - Z  e 
-1 h y = tan [,x: + +e2 + z , 2 ]  1/21  
RELATIVE  VELOCITIES 
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Table G1.  Equations of Motion (Concluded) 
r 
Vt = pJ: + v; + w;, 
W 
cy = tan-' [e] 
d. = maw - W a f J ) / ( U i  + w:, 
. m a  2 + Wa) 2 i 7  - va (UaiJ + WaW)3 
B =  
I 
2 2 2  2 2 pa + wa (Ua + va + Wa) 
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Table G2. TVC Equations .Added to  Entry 6 DOF Simulation 
~ ~~ ~~ 
ENGINE THRUSTS (See  Figure 6 0  for  Power  Level  Program) 
FE1 = PL1 C477,OOO - (Ae)PATMosl. If PL1 0.5, FE1 = O 
FE2 = PL2 C 4 7 7 , O O O  - (Ae)PATMos 1. I f  PL2 0. 5, FE2 = 0 
P~~~~~ = atmospheric pressure,  lbs/ftz 
Ae = 50 ft the effective nozzle exit area retracted 2 
p command for unsymmetric  thrust: 
PROPELLANT BURNED BY MAIN ENGINES 
WPRO = 400,000 - J 1 , 043 (PL1  +PL2)dt  
Vehicle  Weight = 225,000 + WPRO + (250,000 - 225,000) 
I f  WPRO = 0, go to  orbit  maneuver  burn 
~ ~~ ~ 
VIASS PROPERTIESJ MAIN ENGINE B U R N  
XCG = x  CGBO + (XCGFULL - x  CGBO 
Z - z  
CGBO 
I = I  
x XBO X BO 
I = I  
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Table G2. TVC Equations Added to Entry 6 DOF 
Simulation  (Continued) 
Iz = Iz 
Ixz = I 
BO - I 'BO ) (  m o )  
XZBO + ( % J L L  XZBO 
- I  
See  Figure G3 for  constants. 
ORBIT MANEUVER BURN 
X FORCE = 30,000 lb 
P C  = 0 
Weight of OM propellant, WOM = 25,000 - 63t 
If WOM = 0, then 0 = FXE = FYE = F Z E  = LE = ME = NE 
~~~~ ~ ~ 
MASS PROPERTIES, ORBIT MANEUVER PROPELLANT BURN 
x =  CG XCGENT + ( XCGBO - x  CGENT) (mo) 
Z = z  CG CGENT + ( 'CGBO - z  C G ~ ~ ~  ) (  *) 
I = I  + I  
ENT ( XBO ENT x x  X 
I = I  
Iz = Iz  
ENT Z ENT 
ENT + ( L B O  - I X Z  ENT ) (Z,%O) I = I  xz x2 
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Table G2. TVC Equations Added to Ent ry  6 DOF 
Simulation  (Concluded) 
" 
ENGINE FORCES AND MOMENTS, BODY AXES 
FXE = FE1  + FEZ + xFORCE 
FYE = ( F E l )  (jl2 + (FE2)fjZz 
F Z E  = - (FE1)6  - (FE2)6  
1Y 2Y 
LE   FElL6   (YCG-Y61)  - 6 1 z ( Z C G  - z )I 
1Y 61 
2 Y  62 
+ FE2[6 ( Y C G  - Y g 2 )  - 6 2 z ( ~ C G  - Z )1 





+ F E 2 [ 6 2 y ( ~ C G  - X ) + ( Z C G  - Z 
NE  FE1C61z(XCG - X 1 + (YCG - Yg )I 
+ FE2L62z(~CG - X ) + (ycG - Y 11 
yc% 
is zero.  Gimbal posit ion coordinates are converted to  feet. In 
inc es,they are:  
x = 2 2 0 0  x = 2200  
61 62 
61 62 
" 61 ~ ~ 62 
y = - 6 8  y = + 6 8  
z = +490 z = +490 
AERODYNAMIC MOMENTS CORRECTED FOR CG OFFSET FROM 
REFERENCE MOMENT CENTER 
*RMC 
C~~~~ = 'LIFT 
c m  = cm + CN{XCG - X R M C ) / C  
= cn + C ( x  y CG - X ~ ~ ~ ) / b  
= (1422 + 211)/12 
cos (Y + CDRAG  s in  (Y 
CG RMC 
R M C  
~~ ~ ~~~ 
3 2 1  
" 
Table G3.  Test Sequences to Checkout  
TVC  and SAS 
TVC Test  Sequence I 
Time P11 PL2  C 
ff 1 
0 
5 . 0  
5 . 1  
20.0  
20 .1  
3 5 . 0  
3 5 . 1  
4 5 . 0  
4 5 . 1  
75 .0  
75.1 
85.0 
8 5 . 1  




1 . 0  
I 
1 . 0  
0 
1 










7 0 . 0  
0 
V 
SAS Alpha  Command 













11 .0  





11 .0  
11 .0  
J 
0 = P L l  = PL2 = ac 
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NR 1340 AUGUST 1970 MASS  PROPERTIES  (NO  PAYLOAD) 
C.G. STATION INERTIAS x 
CONDITION 
5.74  22.9 263 1.04 1578.1  484.6 760,000 LIFTOFF 
I X  lY Iz 1x2 X z WEIGHT 
BURNOUT I 250,587 I 1692.8 486.5 I 3.49 15.0 16.1 1.21 

















0 I I 1 
SEQUENTIAL BURN OF MAIN AND 
ON-ORBIT PROPELLANTS 
PARALLEL BURN 
490 4 (486.5) 
470 225,000 u 250,000  650,000 
25 
20 








225,000  250,00   650, 0 225,000 250,000  650, 0  
WEIGHT,  LBS  WEIGHT,  LBS 
Figure G1. Mass Properties Variations with Vehicle Weight 
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APPENDIX H 
SYMBOLS AND NOTATION 
Reference: Thelander, J .  A .  , "Aircraft  Motion Analysis", 
A i r  Force  Technical  Documentary  Report 
FDL-TDR-64-70, March 1965 
The  above  reference  provided  the bulk of the  notations  used  in  this  report 
as well as the  equations of motion given in Appendix B. Additional  symbols 
a r e  due  primarily  to  powered  flight  with  thrust  vector  control  systems. 
a = speed of sound, ft/sec 
Ae = effective nozzle area of main engine, ft ,, used to compute engine 2 
thrust:  A &  = [ FVAC - FSL 1 "SL 
a = lateral acceleration at c. g., equations decoupled from pitch 
ACPS = attitude control propulsion system (acronym) 
cg  
a a = l inear  c .  g. accelerations  along body x,  y, and z axis, 
Y' cg  respectively 
a, = normal acceleration at station x, 
b = wing span, or reference length for lateral aerodynamic moment 
B = inertial longitude; B = tan-' (-%I 
C = basic symbol for aerodynamic force and moment coefficients 
c = wing mean aerodynamic chord 
C , C , C , C , etc.  = nondimensional  stability  derivatives  with 
coefficients 
- 
Dff LM "p mff reference  to stabil i ty  axes 
c Cm,  Cn = rolling,  pitching, and  yawing  moment  coefficients,  respectively 
t' 
L - M N C4[ = - 
qSb ' 'm qSc ' 'n qSb 
" - " 
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‘L’ ‘D = life and drag force coefficients, respectively, (stability axes) 
CN, CA = normal and axial force coefficients, respectively (body axes) 
Cx,  Cy,  Cz = longitudinal,  side-force, and normal-force  coefficients, 
respectively  (body  axes) 
D = aerodynamic drag - the aerodynamic force in  the plane of symmetry 
along  the  projection of the  relative wind on the  plane of symmetcy. 
Drag is positive  in  the  negative X (downstream)  direction 
DWO = Delta Wing Orbiter (acronym) 
DWT = Dog-Wag-Tail  (acronym) 
ECS = Entry Control System (acronym) 
FEi = thrust  of i th  engine,  lbs: (T = FEi) 
F 
VAC’ FSL = engine thrust in vacuum and at sea level, respectively 
Fx, Fy, FZ = total force components along body axes 
Fx = X + X + F x e  g 
FY 
= Y + Y  +Fye 
g 
F Z  
Z + Z + F Z e  
g 
F 
X e  ye’ ze , F F = engine  force  components  along body axes 
g = gravitational acceleration constant 
h = altitude,  feet 
H = heading; more often denoted by rc/ 
1 = engine  specific  impulse, l b s  thrust/lb/sec  propellant  consumed 
SP 
IE = moment of inertia of one engine about hinge line 
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Ix' Iy' Iz = moments of inertia about X-,  Y- ,  and Z-axes,  respectively 
Ixz = product of inertia  with  respect  to X- and Z-axes 
K = control system gain (G sometimes used in FORTRAN) 
4. = reference length for aerodynamic moment coefficients 
L = aeGodynamic 'lift - the aerodynamic force in  the plane of symmetry 
perpendicular  to  the  prejection of the  relative wind on the  plane of 
symmetry.  Life is positive in the negative Z (upward)  sense.  
L = inertial latitude, positive North 
LE, ME, NE = engine rolling, pitching, and yawing moments about X,  Y ,  
and Z axes, respectively 
L, M, N = aerodynamic rolling, pitching, and yawing moments about X- ,  Y - ,  
and Z-axes 
= basic symbols for dimensional moment derivatives; s u b -  
L( )' "( ) ' N( ) script  denotes  variable of differentiation,  e.   g. ,  L = 
P 
a L l a P ,  M = a M / a a  
CY 
m = mass  
M = Mach  number 
m E  = mass  of one engine 
N = normal force; force component along negative Z axis 
P = atmospheric pressure,  lbs/ft  (PsL = 2116 PSF) 
2 
PL = power level of propulsion engine; a value of 1 . 0  denotes 100% 
of normal  power  level 
p, q, r = small-disturbance angular velocity components about X- ,  Y -, 
and Z-axes, respectively 
P,  Q, R = rolling, pitching, and yawing velocity components (angular) 
about X- ,  Y - ,  and Z-axes, respectively 
q = dynamic  pressure 
0 
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r m c  = reference moment center for aerodynamic data, normally 
used  as a subscript  
S = wing area or reference area for aerodynamic coefficients 
SAS = stability augmentation system (acronym) 
t = time 
T = total  direct  thrust  force = CFEi 
TVC = thrust  vector control (acronym) 
TWD = Tail wag dog 
U,  V, W = small-disturbance linear velocity components along X-,  Y-, and 
Z-axes, respectively 
u ,  v, w = linear velocity components along X-,  Y - ,  and Z-axes,  
respectively 
uA’ vA2 wA = vehicle velocity components with respect to the air mass 
along X- ,  Y - ,  and Z-axes, respectively: 
u* = u - uw 
VA = -v - vw 
w A = w - w  W 
Uw, Vw, Ww = wind velocity components along X-,  Y -, and Z-axes, 
respectively 
V = total linear velocity of vehicle c. g .  
VN = velocity normal to the reference trajectory 
Vt = total  velocity  with  respect  to  the  relative wind, [UA + V A   t W A  ] , 
W = weight, lb .  
2 2 2 1 / 2  
the  true  airspeed 
W = wind vector, or horizontal component 
Wx, Wy, W z  = wind components with respect to launch local vertical (the 
boost  study  assumed Wz = 0) 
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X, Y ,  Z = inertial position coordinates 
x, y, z = lengths,  measured from mass properties axes.  The MSFC 
launch  vehicle  axes  center  at  the  booster  nose on i ts  CL. 
x positive aft, y to right, and z up. This  is viewing the combi- 
nation  with  orbiter on  top,  its  belly  to  the  belly of the  booster, 
which is upside down 
XE.’ ’Ei 
XCG’ ’CG’  ‘CG 
= ith gimballed engine mass center coordinates 
1 
= C .  G. coordinates 
x , y6., zdi = ith gimballed engine hinge line coordinates 
‘i 1 
X, Y,  Z = aerodynamic force components along X-,  Y -, and Z-axes,  
respectively 
X( 1, Y( ), Z( ) = basic symbols for dimensional force derivative; s u b -  
script  denotes  variable of differentiation . 
For  example, 
x u  = ”;Xbe ax - - .  ax , x w  = ax 
aU abe 
Xg, Yg, Zg = gravity force components along X-, Y -, and Z-axes. The 
boost  analysis  in  this  report  uses: 
Xg = - mg s in  0 
Yg = mg  cos 0 s in  @ 0 = y + 8 
Zg = mg cos 0 cos @ I R 
cy = angle of attack; tan cy = w A / u A  
b i  biz = ith engine gimbal rotations about gimbal pitch and yaw hinges; 
YI the  notation  implies  control  moments  predominantly  about body 
y and z axes 
y’ ’ 6 6 = TVC system  parameters,  denoting  rotational  commands  about the X-, Y -, and Z-axes to be distributed to the b i  and b i  
Y Z 
6 6 = typical  control  system  gains,  denoting  abx/ap  and aba /ap ,  
x ~ ’  P respectively 
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C = damping  ratio 
Y = flight-path angle, the angle between the velocity vector and the Plane 
of the  horizon 
y, = flight-path angle of boost reference trajectory 
6, 6& br = deflection of ailerons, elevator, and rudder, respectively 
p = air density 
rc/, 8, @ = orientation. angles of vehicle body axes in yaw, pitch, roll 
sequence 
X = heading of inertial  velocity  vector  in  local  vertical  frame 
@, 8, rl/ = perturbations of vehicle axes orientation angles @, 8, rl/, 
respectively. In the small-disturbance approximation 
@ = , r  pdt, 8 = r qdt, @ = rrdt ,  respectively 
w = frequency,  rad/sec 
wE = earth '  s rotat ion rate ,  rad/sec 
General  Notes : 
1. A l l  angles and angular velocit ies are in  rad ian  measure.  
2 .  Fundamental units are used throughout, i. e . ,  s lugs,  feet ,  
seconds. 
3 .  Throughout this table, the symbol q denotes dynamic pressure 
when  multiplied by the  wing area (qS). 
4.  The subscripts o denote steady-state reference condition for 
small-disturbance analyses, c command, j jet, respectively. 
Subscripts 
o steady-state  value 
c command 
j reaction  jet  
e local  vertical  coordinates 
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a total velocity or component with respect 
t o  air m a s s  
w wind velocity 
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